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Said to have once been the drink of
choice for royalty, Dongfang Meiren has
become one of Taiwan’s most soughtafter teas. The fruity oolong’s origins
can be traced to the Hakka township of
Beipu, Hsinchu County.
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How best to stand up to the authoritarian bully next door? For many young
Taiwanese, the answer seems to be
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news YouTube channel EyeCTV, is
rapidly gaining traction online. Their
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uncertain international status.
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PRESIDENT'S VIEW

The Power and Purpose of the Tourist:
Recognizing a Strategic Sector
“The industry of fun” – travel and tourism – is given its
own annual issue of TOPICS. I look forward to the articles and
images each July but am disappointed to see the sector largely
neglected by Taiwan.
Taiwan is no “tourism country,” we hear. The sector is not
among the “Six Core Strategic Industries,” set out by President Tsai following her May 2020 inauguration, which include
information technology and national defense. Subsectors like
MICE, all-inclusive vacations, or foreign individual travelers (FIT) certainly can’t be as essential as cybersecurity and
medtech. Or can they?
With sufficient support, tourism could become a national
economic engine, especially in today’s Taiwan, where I argue
inbound tourism should equate with national security. Consider
a few dimensions.
First, in 2019, almost 12 million individuals visited Taiwan.
While here, each one spent US$1,200 on average. Increase
arrivals by 50% or 100% – something I saw happen over just a
few years in Japan – and that translates into substantial earnings.
Changes in international travel – fewer, longer trips and a
focus on sustainability and “authentic experiences” over binge
consumption – favor Taiwan. Given the positive attention
Taiwan is basking in, Taiwan-bound tourism is poised to grow
faster than the recovering global market.
Next, from guides and bed-and-breakfast operators to cruise
line captains, this sector provides employment diversity. A balanced, resilient economy is a strategic priority; 23 million people
cannot live equitably on tech exports alone.
The travel sector is unique in generating positive personal
interactions – quintessential “soft power.” The tourists who
show up at the Taoyuan or Kaohsiung airport often leave as
advocates for an island famed for its hospitality. And in the
absence of diplomatic presence and international organizations,
a stream of foreigners should be reassuring for a country located
in “a tough neighborhood.”
Fortunately, Taiwan’s Tourism Bureau appears to appreciate
that Taiwan tourism needs more than reopened borders and a
workforce infusion. A re-think of marketing based on Taiwan’s
attributes and attractions is needed. So, how to strengthen this
“critical supply chain” in each of its links – information, travelers, and people-to-people bonds?
One, redouble investment until lodging catches up with Taiwan’s admirable transport infrastructure. This underpins the
“mass” market. Then move to the “class” market to cater to visitors who spend more than Taiwan’s predominant backpacker.
A way to fast-track the high-end offering might be to welcome in Indian or other proven Asian resort developers.
Domestically, Taiwan can better tap the online travel tech and
booking-transport-shopping models that AmCham Travel &
Tourism Committee members, including the tourism platform
6

companies, offer. And as our recent White Paper noted, ensure
enough operators of that enhanced infrastructure through flexible immigration, training, and labor policies for this (and other)
sectors.
Two, with the supply chain fundamentals in place, the destination marketers can look to Taiwan’s attractions and niche
offerings: cycling, experiential opportunities in indigenous
cultural settings, sustainability-themed learning, traditional
offerings aimed at previously China-bound traffic that can no
longer access a zero-COVID country, leisure add-on days to the
business stay, LGBTQ+ tourism, and more.
While infrastructure and marketing will surely improve in
the mid-term, it is in the short-term where we see “own goal”
barriers left in place by the government. With one exception,
Taiwan remains the country in Asia most walled off to tourists,
with neither timeline nor metrics for reopening.
No less an authority than epidemiologist and former Vice
President of Taiwan Chen Chien-jen has stated that once past
infection peak, it is feasible to open. Fewer than 1% of those
being infected are impacted beyond levels typical for seasonal
flu, and Taiwan’s healthcare system remains solid. Perhaps most
tellingly, infection rates are higher inside than outside Taiwan,
meaning that tourists are not a “vector” of infection: you are
safer in line at the coffee shop behind a Singaporean tourist than
your neighbor.
Unfortunately, given the lag between a reopening “green
light” and arrivals, sizeable tourist inflow is still a couple of
quarters away.
AmCham Taiwan has encouraged Taiwan to plan for a
prompt, safe opening, from its vaccine “advocacy” last year, to
sharing the findings of our 2022 Business Climate Survey and
White Paper. Thus, the third of our three tenets – speed, clarity,
and simplicity – is key. “Simplicity” connotes a return to 2019’s
visa-free entry. It also stands for non-discrimination among
travelers. Should a cap on entries be necessary, tourists should
be lining up at the baggage claim alongside businesspeople and
students.
Taiwan enjoys a golden opportunity thanks to positive attention and curiosity about its uncanny success in coping with this
pandemic. It would be a sad irony if unnecessary caution after
the main pandemic struggle and a lack of appreciation of the
strategic value of “people at leisure” caused a major missed
opportunity.

Andrew Wylegala
President,
American Chamber of Commerce in Taiwan
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OR IENTAL B EAUTY TEA

PHOTO: COUR TESY OF GU CHENG-GAN

A JOURNEY INTO THE HEARTLAND
OF TAIWAN’S ROYAL TEA
Said to have once been the drink of choice for royalty, Dongfang Meiren has
become one of Taiwan’s most sought-after teas. The fruity oolong’s origins
can be traced to the Hakka township of Beipu, Hsinchu County.
BY CARINA ROTHER

T

here is a faint sputter as Gin Lan
pours a stream of boiling water
onto the dry tea leaves lying in a
clay pot in front of her. Seconds later, she
transfers the honey-colored liquid into a
glass jug to cool. A cloud of steam evaporating from the soaked leaves effuses
a fruity note, sweet with a hint of sour.
This is the signature scent of one of Taiwan’s most famous teas, Dongfang
Meiren (
), also known as
“Oriental Beauty.”
“It’s very easy to drink,” says Lan.
“You don’t feel like you’re drinking tea.
It’s sweet – it’s light, it isn’t bitter. The
color is golden, and when you take your
first sip, you wonder: Is that really tea?’”
Lan runs Liu Yu Teahouse (
),
located on the underground shopping
8
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street by Longshan Temple in Taipei’s
Wanhua district. There the Taiwanese
Canadian caters to foreigners looking to
dive into Taiwan’s tea culture.
Dongfang Meiren tea is Lan’s first
recommendation to those new to tea
drinking. This unique oolong variety
originated in Taiwan’s northwestern
plains and was first developed over a
century ago by Hakka tea farmers in
the townships of Beipu and Emei. Or, as
Lan puts it, it was “more like it was discovered.” Making Dongfang Meiren
requires one crucial component: the bite
of the green leafhopper, or tea jassid,
a small insect that can be found on tea
farms around Taiwan. The green leafhopper is especially prevalent in the low
mountainous regions of Hsinchu and

Miaoli due to their unique climate and
elevation. When the insect chews on the
budding tea leaves, its saliva imparts a
fruit-like flavor to the tea.
“The more the tea gets bitten, the
better it tastes,” says Lan. The tea carries
the nickname Baihao Oolong, or “whitehaired” oolong tea, derived from the
white, furry line at the edge of the dry
leaves indicating that the acidic saliva
has worked its way into the tea. The
more “white hairs” in a batch of Dongfang Meiren, the higher its quality.
The first batch of Dongfang Meiren
is said to have been produced by accident after a particularly prolific year
for the bug. Instead of tossing out the
leaves destroyed by the pest, a few frugal
farmers decided to process them, cre-
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ORIENTAL BEAUTY TEA
ating a tea that proved exceedingly popular among merchants at the annual
Taipei tea fair. Legend has it that by the
late 19th century, it had become the
favored tea of Britain’s Queen Victoria.
Since then, farmers in rural Hsinchu
and Miaoli have perfected the process of
making the highly oxidized, unroasted
oolong variety. These days, it is nearly
impossible to find a single tea shop in the
region that does not offer the esteemed
Dongfang Meiren.
Despite being the homesteads of a
widely cherished tea, places like Beipu
and Emei lack the kind of tea farm
tourism found in Alishan or the Maokong hills. This is not without reason,
says Lan. For the insect to thrive, plantations need to be kept as natural as possible. Tea bushes and trees producing
Dongfang Meiren are left to grow unrestrained for most of the year, in contrast
to the neat and orderly rows found at
many other tea farms, and the harvesting
is carried out by hand. Although less aesthetically pleasing, this guarantees the
ideal breeding ground for the green leafhopper.
The tiny insect is a fraction of a tip
of a human nail in size, says Lan, who
has encountered it many times. “When
you go to a plantation, you can feel them
jumping all over the place. The more nat-

ural and balanced the ecosystem, the
more hoppers will exist on a tea farm.
This is what we need.”

Regional treasure
After an initial tasting at Lan’s tea
shop, it is time to delve deeper into the
origins of Dongfang Meiren tea. And
what better place to visit than the small
town of Beipu in Hsinchu County, the
heartland of Dongfang Meiren cultivation? Beipu is a charming rural township, perched on an elevated plateau and
surrounded by gentle green hills and val-

leys. It is ideal for exploring by car or
bike, with a large number of walking
and hiking trails. A mere half-hour
drive from downtown Hsinchu, or a
15-minute cab ride from the nearest train
station in Zhudong, Beipu’s rustic charm
and well-preserved historic center are
magnets for visitors.
Still, the town has retained an
authentic flair, with streets lined with
stalls selling spicy pastes and handpickled vegetables. They are staples of
the down-to-earth Hakka cuisine on offer
at every corner. Typical Hakka dishes
include sweet mochi, a dish of thick

Beipu’s specialty is leicha, a sweet soup that is sometimes called thunder tea in
English.
PHOTO: CARINA ROTHER

Left: Compared to the neat, orderly rows of high-mountain oolong tea plantations, Dongfang Meiren farms are left to grow naturally to allow the green leafhopper to thrive. Right: Gu Cheng-gan's son spreads the plantation's tea harvest on the ground to oxidize as part of the process for making Dongfang Meiren.
PHOTOS: COUR TESY OF GU CHENG-GAN
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ORIENTAL BEAUTY TEA

Left: Gin Lan from Liu Yu Tea House shows off her favorite Dongfang Meiren. Right: White hairs on the tea leaves are an indication of high quality.

PHOTOS: COUR TESY OF GIN LAN, LIU YU TEA HOUSE

white noodles called bantiao (
), and
leicha (
), a sweet soup made from
ground nuts. At least one of these specialties is available at any Beipu eatery.
In addition, the town offers “the most
historic sites in close proximity in all of
Taiwan,” according to Beipu local Gu
Hao-yu. A 10-minute stroll leads visitors past the gorgeous Citian Temple,
the Western-style historic mansion Jiang
A-Hsin, and the gates of the Jin Guang
Fu Mansion, a vast courtyard-style compound built in 1835. Not to mention the
countless traditional shops selling Dongfang Meiren tea and handmade tea paraphernalia.
“When you come to Beipu, you
should drink a cup of Dongfang Meiren,
have a bowl of leicha, and enjoy the historic buildings,” says Gu, who runs Shui
Jing Cha Tang (
) with his parents. This exclusive teahouse, which is
located inside the northern corridor of
the historic Jin Guang Fu courtyard, specializes in different iterations of the sweet
signature soup leicha, as well as many
variations of local teas. Shui Jing Cha
Tang’s whitewashed walls and turquoise
10
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wooden door frames are relics of the Japanese colonial era. The building itself
was constructed in traditional Chinese
style by a rich merchant.
Today, Jin Guang Fu Mansion is a
designated national historic site maintained by six tenants, of which the Gu
family is one. The family has converted
rooms adjacent to the teahouse into a
museum of local history. Before the pandemic, visitors could purchase a threein-one ticket to several exhibitions in
the courtyard-style house and nearby
Jiang A-Hsin Mansion. Although all historic sites are currently open only to prebooked tours, Gu Hao-yu hopes to open
the exhibition to the public again soon.
I n t h e m e a n t i m e , t h e 2021 N e t flix mini-series Gold Leaf (
) offers
a glimpse behind the closed doors of
Beipu’s historic monuments. Produced
by PTS and the Hakka Affairs Council,
the Hakka-language period drama
depicts Taiwan’s tea trade in the 1950s,
with Beipu’s historic mansions serving
as a backdrop. The traditional architecture in Beipu allows for a glimpse of old
Taiwan, where red-brick courtyard-style

houses dominated the streets. But maintaining that scenery is a constant challenge, according to Gu.
“If anything in the old house is
broken, we are responsible for repairing
it,” he says. “But the craftsmen who
knew how to fix it are old now, and the
young ones don’t know how to repair a
house made from brick and wood.”

Unrivaled flavors
Apart from house restoration,
another skill specific to the Beipu area
has become more coveted than ever: cultivation of Dongfang Meiren. And few
tea farmers have made as much of a
name for themselves as Gu Cheng-gan.
Over a piping hot cup of his Winter Harvest Special No.1, the weather-hardened
farmer tells of his dedication to all things
Dongfang Meiren. He is the proprietor
of renowned Beipu tea shop Baoji Chapu
(
) and grows and produces
all his teas by hand. “Founded in 1927,”
proclaims a plaque at the entrance.
Gu is the fourth-generation owner of
Baoji Chapu, and his two adult sons are
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ORIENTAL BEAUTY TEA
already honing their tea-making skills.
According to the master, it takes 15 years
of experience to be able to create a truly
flavorful tea. The key, he says, lies in
knowing every detail that can affect the
three-day-long oxidation process.
“You need to be able to judge the
leaves by looking at them and touching
them,” says Gu. “The weather is also
important. A northern wind will dry the
leaves out too quickly. Humid weather
and southern winds are ideal. Most producers don’t pay attention to these sorts
of things.” So unrivaled is his tea that
Gu has stopped competing in the prestigious annual Dongfang Meiren competition hosted by the Beipu and Emei township farm associations. “If we were still
taking part in the competition, our style
would be influenced by the judges’ preferences,” he says. “We have our own
independent flavor.”
A neighbor on a motorbike stops by
the shop. The two men exchange a few
words in Hakka, spoken by everyone in
town, before the man departs with his
monthly supply of tea. Drinking Dongfang Meiren tea is an indispensable part
of life in Beipu. When brewing his tea,
Gu maintains a simple process. A seasoned farmer on the outside but a true
tea craftsman at heart, he pours 195°F

(90°C) hot water directly into a rustic
white cup. After 10 seconds of steeping
the leaves, he pours the tea through a
small hole in the cup’s lid into a second
cup in front of him, and his tea is ready.
Taipei tea-seller Lan also recommends
simplicity over perfectionism when preparing tea. For special occasions, Lan
says a drop of cognac added to one cup
of Dongfang Meiren is guaranteed to
impress connoisseurs as well as newcomers. But drinking Dongfang Meiren
requires a bit of indulgence, as the elaborate production process adds to its price.
One hundred grams of Dongfang Meiren
ranges from NT$1,500 to NT$6,000
at Lan’s shop, while Baoji Chapu offers
75- or 150-gram tins that cost anywhere
from NT$450 up to NT$18,000.
Despite the interconnectivity between
the tea and the area, Gu Cheng-gan
notes that Dongfang Meiren might not
have originated in Beipu. “Every place
around here says they invented Dongfang
Meiren,” he says. “No one knows where
it really came from. Fact is, it was the tea
of the Japanese Emperor.”
Regardless, tea farming has transformed the previously impoverished rural
community into a prosperous farming
region. When Hakka settlers first arrived
in the Hsinchu area 200 years ago, their

PHOTO: CARINA ROTHER

lives were marked by adversity. After
Han settlers claimed the coastal territory,
all that remained were barren, mountainous lands suitable only for tea plantations, explains Gu. But after colonial
Japan designated Taiwan as its oolong
production site, the tea trade flourished
and prices gradually rose.
Dongfang Meiren remains a valuable
commodity due to the challenging manufacturing process. For most Oolong
teas, the harvest is done with knives or
machines. But to ensure the mild aroma
of Dongfang Meiren tea, only the tip is
harvested from each twig. Tedious handpicking is required for a yield much
smaller than for most conventional teas.
According to Gu, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find workers willing
to endure long hours in the scorching
weather for a month at a time. Young
people prefer to sit in the air-conditioned
offices of nearby TSMC, he says and
laughs. Then, he furrows his eyebrows.
“When I was young, from here to
Emei township all you could see was
nothing but tea farms,” he says. “But
now, no one does tea farming anymore.
The work is too hard.” But for producers
who persevere, like the Gu family, this
means their precious product will only
increase in value.

PHOTO: COUR TESY OF GU CHENG-GAN

Left: Tea farmer Gu Cheng-gan in his shop Baoji Chapu. Right: A down-to-earth tea brewing set at Baoji Chapu.
JULY 2022 • TAIWAN BUSINESS TOPICS
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PUNS FOR PUNCHES:
POLITICAL SATIRE STRIKING A
NERVE IN TAIWAN
How best to stand up to the authoritarian bully next door? For many young
Taiwanese, the answer seems to be humor. Political satire, including spoof
news YouTube channel EyeCTV, is rapidly gaining traction online. Their preferred targets: China and Taiwan’s uncertain international status.

BY CARINA ROTHER

“

Reporting from the Free Taiwan
Area on the red bandits’ policies
affecting our compatriots in the
Mainland Area” – what reads like Chinese Nationalist (Kuomintang) propaganda from the Cold War is actually
the formula for a successful Taiwanese
YouTube show. The channel is called
EyeCTV, or “Central Eyeball Television”
(
). Its most-viewed format
is a mock news broadcast, in which hosts
Shi Wang-mo and Yan Rou-ya present
international and domestic news through
the lens of a fictitious Republic of China
still fixated on “retaking the mainland.”
The unlikely premise attracts between
300,000 and several million views per
episode, making the professionally produced satirical news show, which runs
for 10 to 15 minutes twice a week, the
most popular among the five regular
show formats on EyeCTV’s channel.
Another fan favorite is the monthly
Ru Hua Press Conference (
,
literally “Disgracing China press conference”). In this series, the presenter
poses as a spokesperson from the People’s Republic of China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, answering reporters’ questions from a podium emblazoned with
the words “Ministry of Winnie Affairs.”
In the EyeCTV universe, Xi Jinping is
12

In the satirical Ru Hua Press Conference, a spokesperson from the Ministry of Winnie Affairs answers reporters’ questions.
PHOTO: YOUTUBE, EYECTV

referred to exclusively as Winnie Xi, an
allusion to his resemblance to Winnie the
Pooh – one of the many internet memes
that infuriate Chinese censors and have
become EyeCTV staples.
In the March edition of the mock
press conference, a pretend journalist
asks the speaker in a heavy Cantonese
accent: “Many public hospitals [in Hong
Kong] have reached their capacity.
Patients can’t access immediate treatment. Nursing staff reports that every
day patients are dying, and bodies need

to be dealt with. Is there a problem with
the Hong Kong authorities’ pandemic
prevention? Speaker, please explain.”
The would-be Foreign Ministry spokesperson responds: “First, let me ask
everyone to stop referring to COVIDpositive Hongkongers as ‘patients.’ As
we all know, words have power. If we
keep calling them sick, how are they
going to get better?”
Mocking Chinese government doublespeak and wolf-warrior fragility are
two staples of EyeCTV’s comedy. Other
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recurring targets include influencers and
celebrities from Taiwan who pander to
China’s patriotic audiences on Weibo and
Douyin, the Chinese version of TikTok.
For example, the show regularly pokes
fun at one influencer calling herself the
“Taiwanese Cousin” (
, Taiwan
Biaomei). While global media coverage
focused on food shortages in Shanghai,
Taiwan Biaomei lamented in an upload
to Douyin that she had to use cash
instead of electronic payments in Taiwan
and was suffering from rising egg prices
on the island. EyeCTV captioned the segment about her video “Enduring a heavy
burden.”
The spoof news reports also highlight
online evidence of mismanagement in
China, such as a video of an overworked
PCR-test taker reusing the same cotton
swab to test multiple people. Such routine absurdity in Chinese governance and
political discourse naturally lends itself
to ridicule. Mirroring China’s insistence
that Taiwan compete as Chinese Taipei
at international sporting competitions,
during the Tokyo Olympics EyeCTV
counted medals won by Taiwanese athletes as well as those of Hong Kong,
Mongolia, and mainland China in the
Republic of China’s total. For good measure, it also added those of the Russian
athletes, since they competed under the
initials ROC. Needless to say, according

EyeCTV’s mock territorial claims include China and Mongolia.

PHOTO: YOUTUBE, EYECTV

According to EyeCTV’s reporting, Taiwan won 181 medals at the Tokyo Olympics.
PHOTO: YOUTUBE, EYECTV

Breakout star and creator of EyeCTV,
Chen Tzu-chien, with series regular
Youzi the dog.
PHOTO: FACEBOOK, SHI WANG-MO

to EyeCTV, the Republic of China
topped the world rankings with a whopping total of 181 Olympic victories.
EyeCTV’s unapologetic satire is
proving to be a formula for success. With
1.15 million subscribers and an amassed
view growth of 6.67 million in 30 days,
marketing consultant noxinfluencer.
com in its mid-May rating credited the
channel with a monetization capability
of between US$6,700-12,700 per month.
In addition to the revenue it receives
through YouTube, EyeCTV cashes in on
ad collaborations, merchandising, and
cultural funding, making it one of Taiwan’s most lucrative YouTube channels.
EyeCTV’s creators are not the only
ones benefiting from a growing enthusiasm for political comedy among Taiwan

viewers. Humorous takes on local and
international politics are what made host
and comedian Brian Tseng a household
name across the island. Tseng introduced
the American late-night talk show format
to Taiwan with the premiere of his Night
Night Show in 2018. The YouTube show,
which was produced by entertainment
company STR Network and recorded in
front of a live audience, ran for three seasons and gained between 500,000 and 13
million views per episode.
“ Ta i w a n ’s d e m o c r a t i z a t i o n h a s
made politics consumable,” says Yin
C. Chuang, associate professor at the
Department of Taiwan Culture, Languages and Literature at National
Taiwan Normal University (NTNU). The
sociology scholar, who formerly worked
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as a TV anchor, describes EyeCTV and
other online comedy formats as a “pleasurable way to consume politics” in Taiwan’s post-democratization entertainment landscape.
The success of satirical content is not
owed solely to its originality – another
factor is the lack of clever political commentary in Taiwan’s conventional media
landscape. Chuang maintains that sensitive topics such as Chinese intimidation,
Taiwan’s difficult international standing,
or its authoritarian past do receive coverage on Taiwanese TV, but in a different manner. “During my time as a
news anchor, I didn’t witness any censorship of such topics,” he says. “But there
is no place for critical self-reflection on
the national narrative in Taiwan’s mainstream media.”
Most TV stations align their messaging with one of Taiwan’s two major
political camps. Furthermore, the excess
supply and low production value of Taiwanese TV programs make conventional
media less appealing to savvy young audiences. But it is not just young people
that the political satire is engaging, says
Chuang. She notes that “EyeCTV transforms the contradiction inherent in
daily practices in Taiwan into comedy,”

making it relatable to Taiwanese people
of all generations. The contradiction she
refers to is the divide between Taiwan’s
lived experience as a sovereign nation and
its undefined status in international law.
EyeCTV plays with this absurdity by
taking the constitution of the Republic
of China, written in 1946 by the KMT
regime in Nanjing, China, literally. On
paper, the constitution underpins Taiwan’s governance to this day; however,
this foundational document claims as territory the Chinese Mainland and Mongolia. The claims may seem absurd to
some now, but they are unlikely to be
amended in the foreseeable future as
China could interpret any changes to Taiwan’s legal status as a formal declaration
of independence and launch an attack
under its Anti-Secession Law. Therefore,
EyeCTV continues to faithfully report on
events in the “occupied Mainland Area,”
calling it Taiwan’s “biggest outlying
island.”

A growing market
Audiences seem to get similar comic
relief from YouTubers Potter Wang and
Fun TV. In their vlog-style commentaries, the presenters dissect videos and

comments circulated by hyper-nationalist Chinese netizens, known as “Little
Pinks” (
) or the “50-Cent Army”
(
). This type of content has earned
the entertainers 924,000 and 544,000
subscribers, respectively. Another satirical
hit was the China-critical song “Fragile”
by Malaysian-Taiwanese singer Namewee
and Australian-Taiwanese popstar Kimberly Chen. The lyrics mock Chinese censorship and hypersensitivity to criticism
without mentioning China by name. It
clearly struck a nerve with viewers: The
Chinese-language song with English and
Malaysian subtitles has amassed over
45 million views since its publication on
YouTube in October 2021.
Content exposing the hypocrisy of
China’s political rhetoric not only resonates with Taiwanese audiences but
also with Chinese-speaking diasporas in
Asia and around the world, says podcast
host Kylie Wang. Together with co-host
Ken, she has started the podcast channel
Bailingguo News (
News). The
name is a play on “bilingual” and refers
to their casual use of English in Mandarin segments. The channel, which dubs
itself the “freest international news podcast in the Chinese-speaking world,” rose
to fame during the pandemic and cur-

Brian Tseng’s Night Night Show, which ran from 2018 to 2020, introduced the American late-night talk show format to Taiwan
audiences.
PHOTO: YOUTUBE, STR NETWORK
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rently holds sixth place in the Apple podcast charts for Taiwan.
“We want to let Taiwanese people
know that our freedom of speech is
something to be proud of,” Wang said
during the February 2022 premiere of
Bailinguo’s new YouTube series “Tough
Bobas.” “We shouldn’t be self-censoring all the time.” Why Tough Bobas?
Because, explains her co-host, “You can
chew us, but you can’t swallow us.”
Tough Bobas is a series of short English-language sketches that hail Taiwan’s
fortitude in the face of Chinese intimidation while mocking the tacit complacency of other nations. In the first episode, coveted bachelor “America” swears
his love to sweet, trusting “Taiwan,”
played by singer Kimberly Chen, only to
be seduced by a money-waving, brutish
“China” in an ill-fitting red dress. Kylie
and Ken’s somewhat crude first attempt
at reaching international audiences may
still require some refinement. Still, it conveys their message, which co-creator Ken
sums up as: “100%, we want to give
Taiwanese people the courage to say to
China: ‘Come and bite us!’”
“I don’t find it offensive,” says Bernd
Chen, who stars in Tough Bobas as an
LGBT+ Chinese Communist Party censor
enforcing China’s recent ban on effeminate men in media. “I think it’s funny.
Maybe our parents’ generation would
say it’s not proper,” adds the 35-year-old.
Chen and his friends agree at the
Tough Boba premiere that comedy has
made politics more accessible to them.
Ding Ding, 30, admits that “audiences
under 30 just don’t watch TV news.”
Another friend, Chun Fu, says that too
often, politics is ignored in Taiwanese
social interactions. “During New Year
celebrations, some families will say ‘let’s
not discuss politics at the dinner table,’”
he says. “They might all have different
opinions that they are used to keeping to
themselves. A lighter and livelier take on
politics is a good thing.”
It encapsulates the sentiment of a generation. Taiwan’s young adults grew up
viewing democracy and critical expression as a birthright while witnessing the
Sunflower Movement in Taiwan and the
demise of civic freedoms in Hong Kong.
This generation’s taste for satirical takes
on domestic and international politics
is a testament to the growing number of

Podcast hosts Ken (right) and Kylie Wang (left) with Tough Bobas co-stars.
PHOTO: COUR TESY OF BERND CHEN

people who are fed up with the status
quo of heavily bipartisan political discourse and media representation.
Another selling point of shows
like EyeCTV seems to be young audiences’ relative unfamiliarity with China’s domestic affairs. When asked about
the inspiration for the show, EyeCTV cocreator Chen Tzu-chien, also known as
mock news host Shi Wang-mo, recounts
his experience during a study trip to
China. In 2015, he participated in a
low-cost tour program for Taiwanese
students. The heavily subsidized, prearranged itinerary was meant to present
China in its best light – affluent, elegant,
and futuristic.
But whenever Chen turned on the
TV in his hotel room, he was stunned
by the state news broadcasters’ monotone, robotic delivery of blatantly propagandist news stories. A trained newsreader himself, Chen began mimicking
their style as a joke among friends. It
also proved successful among a wider
audience when he launched his YouTube channel a few months later. Since
then, EyeCTV has evolved into the professional entertainment operation it is
today. It employs a dozen writers, edi-

tors, and creators who ensure a constant
stream of high-quality comedy content
for the channel.
Many young consumers, according
to their own testimony, rely heavily on
social media for information and would
not be exposed to daily news if not for
entertainment formats such as EyeCTV.
Watching the satirical news broadcasts
enables young viewers to absorb information about Chinese and international
politics. Bailingguo News host Wang says
that EyeCTV introduced the issue of Taiwan’s outdated constitution to her for
the first time. The show has taught her
more about Taiwan’s history and international standing.
NTU’s Chuang cautions, however,
that such comedy formats might offer a
way of coping with Chinese aggression
that relies heavily on Taiwanese patriotism. She feels that with growing nationalist sentiment on both sides, this new
type of media is not necessarily contributing to a constructive, peaceful solution to the current cross-Strait political
impasse. Regardless, satire appears to
be here to stay, providing much needed
relief for those overwhelmed by the tragicomedy of Taiwan’s politics.
JULY 2022 • TAIWAN BUSINESS TOPICS
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InterContinental Kaohsiung
Brings Tailored Luxury to
Taiwan’s South

O

pening a hotel in a new market
amid a global pandemic might
seem like a formula for adversity, but IHG Area General Manager for
Taiwan Robbert Manussen and his team
have proved it can also be a recipe for
success. Since its grand opening, business
has flourished at the innovative smartluxury hotel InterContinental Kaohsiung,
part of the IHG Group.
Situated next door to Kaohsiung’s 5G
Development Area, the American Institute in Taipei, and the International
Exhibition Center, and a short stroll
away from the beach, the brand-new
InterContinental Kaohsiung offers superior comfort and prestige for leisure and
business travelers.
“Our team has done an outstanding
job of leveraging the IHG Group and

Robbert Manussen, IHG Area General Manager
Taiwan.

16

InterContinental brand to alert the public
that there’s a new destination in Kaohsiung,” says Manussen. “We’re very
optimistic about the south’s growth prospects. The local government’s efforts
have resulted in a dynamic and attractive
city, and we see business travel increasing
as companies like Amazon, Microsoft,
TSMC, and Foxconn are setting up shop
down here.”
Apart from gaining traction for its
high-quality offerings, InterContinental
Kaohsiung has also won recognition
for its sustainability work. With hybrid
hotel cars, composters, adjusted energy
consumption, and recyclable amenities, the hotel makes decisions that
benefit local communities and enhance
the domestic experience. As a luxury
brand within the IHG family, InterContinental Kaohsiung combines its global
presence, etiquette, and standards with
local knowledge and products such as
Taiwanese tea and food products from
local farms.
“Sustainability used to be a question
of price, but now it’s a matter of cultivating the right mindset and carefully
selecting products,” says Manussen. “We
put a lot of effort into running a hotel
with purpose. But most importantly, we
pay great attention to detail. Luxury is
being able to anticipate your wants and
needs and tailor your travel experience to
suit them.”
In addition to providing guests with
ample options and customizing expe-

riences, InterContinental and the IHG
Group offer unique and tailored career
opportunities for its staff. InterContinental Kaohsiung has signed four MOUs
with universities in Taiwan, Switzerland,
and the Netherlands, and offers students
exposure to the industry by providing
lectures, internships, and training
through its IHG Academies.
“When you work with us, you will
be offered many possible career routes,”
says Manussen. “You can work at the
front desk or in the restaurant, but we
also have sales, marketing, finance, and
business development departments that
enable you to grow your roots here, as
long as you have a passion for connecting
with people and creating memories.”
Modern travelers’ demands for
personalization are also reflected in
the IHG award system. InterContinental Kaohsiung is one of more than
6,000 hotels where customers can earn
points and redeem awards through the
relaunched IHG One Rewards program,
which allows members to redeem
personalized benefits tailored to their
preferences and needs. For those who
wish to earn mid- to high-tier status
quickly, the InterContinental Ambas-
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sador program allows members to
purchase status for additional benefits such as guaranteed 4 p.m. checkout
or upgrades. Meanwhile, the IHG Busi-

ness Rewards enables businesses to earn
points for each booked accommodation,
meeting, or event.
“The IHG Corporate Gold and our
business rewards program are especially
beneficial for companies and business
travelers,” says Manussen. “It doesn’t
matter which hotel you spend your
money at – you can use your points for
free meetings or hotel stays at any location. By choosing hotels within the
business rewards program, you can even
gather points and use them to organize
your company’s end-of-the-year outing
for free.”
The IHG Group sees Taiwan as a
market with tremendous growth potential, and the brand is rapidly expanding

its presence on the island. InterContinental Kaohsiung will be followed by
the opening of Indigo Alishan later this
year, InterContinental Taichung in 2023,
and InterContinental Taipei in 2024.
Altogether, IHG plans to expand its presence in Taiwan to encompass around 30
hotels within the next decade.
“We believe that there is a bright
future for Taiwan in terms of travel
demand, and we want to facilitate that
by growing and diversifying our portfolio,” says Manussen. “There are areas
in Taiwan where we are not yet represented, and we are looking to find more
great partners, hotels, and choices for
our guests to enjoy for both business and
leisure purposes.”
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CYCLING TAIWAN’S NEW WEST
COAST BIKEWAY
A recently completed paved path connecting coastal bike routes in Hsinchu and Miaoli
allows both casual and committed cyclists to enjoy a diversity of natural scenery and
manmade phenomena, although parts of the trail could use some refurbishing.
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DINAH GARDNER

I

t’s not the most auspicious start to a
trip.
My bus driver inexplicably ushers
me off one stop early. I walk the extra
distance for about 15 minutes, backpack
bouncing, until I get to an empty stretch
of sidewalk. Google Maps says a YouBike station should be here. It isn’t. I
retrace my steps to the Tourist Information Center.
“Oh no, there are no YouBikes here,”
says one of the two serious-looking
ladies on duty. “I bet you looked on
Google Maps, didn’t you?”
The nearest dock is eight kilometers away in Hsinchu City, back where
I caught the bus. This means I’ll have
to rent a bike and come back here to
return it, doubling my journey. As I start

18
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searching for a rental store, the first
heavy drops of rain begin to fall.
I’m in Nanliao, a fishing harbor in
Hsinchu, popular for its seaside vista,
kite-friendly gusty skies, and 17-kilometer Splendid Coastline Cycling Path
that hugs the shoreline and winds its
way south. In April, a new connecting
bikeway was finished linking the end of
the coastline path with Miaoli County’s
Zhunan Green Light Sea Breeze Bicycle
Path (harder to say than to actually
cycle!), opening up a continuous stretch
of bike-only track that traces Taiwan’s
west coast. The route is easy cycling on
flat or gently sloped trails that take in
beaches, forests, parkland, wind farms,
and fishing ports with scrumptious seafood dining. The press release promises

“over 60 kilometers” of riding.
As well as being a great weekend or
daytrip from Taipei, the newly linked
route is helping to transform cycling
around Taiwan, one bikeway at a time.
The island has rich biking resources,
including mountain routes, coastal and
riverside bikeways, and even trails that
trace old train tracks. In March this year,
President Tsai Ing-wen had a photo op
holding a shovel to inaugurate the country’s longest bicycle path, an 88-kilometer trail linking Tainan, Chiayi,
and Yunlin. While the popular roundthe-island bike journey, known as the
huandao, involves quite a lot of pedaling for your life on highways with
speeding scooters and trucks thundering
past, these new dedicated bikeways
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are opening up more accessible cycling
options, away from motorized traffic and
safe for the whole family to enjoy.
When I eventually secure my ride, a
newish white hybrid bike with a spongy
saddle, the rain has stopped and the sun
starts glimmering from behind the cloud
cover. It takes me three tries to find the
start of the bikeway, which is marked
with a giant sign depicting a crab on a
bicycle. I wend my way through wooded
parkland until the trail spills me out onto
an asphalt track hugging the beach. The
tide is out and the brown-gray sands
stretch off almost to the horizon. It’s by
no means a bikinis-and-ice-cream spot,
but it’s an impressive view all the same.
I breathe in the fishy-salt smell of the
ocean as a lone figure in rain boots walks
across the beach carrying a fishing rod.
The shush, shush of the ocean waves
pounding on the shore is periodically
drowned out by the scream of fighter
jets overhead – deafening evidence that
Hsinchu Air Base is not far away.
It’s not long before the ubiquitous tetrapods appear, lined up along the shore
and looking like giant toppled chess
pieces. These concrete eyesores were
meant to prevent coastal erosion, but
research has shown that they can exacerbate it in neighboring areas.
The cycling track is very well maintained and signposted – in fact a bit too
well signposted. Distance markers pop
up every 200 meters. Toilet blocks are
located every three kilometers or so. Less
than four kilometers in, my chain falls
off. Swearing, I maneuver it back over
the cogs, leaving my hands sticky with
thick black oil.
The track shifts slightly inland as I
head into Xiangshan Wetlands. It’s well
worth stopping off at one of the many
lookout points along the way, which
take in both the extensive mudflats and
tranquil Jincheng Lake. This semi-natural expanse of water, formerly known
as Devil Lake, is a popular spot to watch
for migratory birds, including blackwinged stilts, black-faced spoonbills, and
sandpipers. I spot a single white wading
bird in the distance, but to my untrained
eye it looks like one of the white egrets
that roost in Taipei’s Da’an Park.
Not long after passing the lake, I
come to the most beautiful section of
the bikeway. An avenue of trees forms a

tunnel from branches interlocking overhead. Long red-brown tendrils – aerial
roots or vines – droop from their limbs
like wispy beards.
Suddenly, at the 10-kilometer mark,
I round a bend to arrive at a small rest
point with a temple and the first places
to eat I’ve seen along the way – fried
noodles and snacks. It’s a good lookout
spot for using a set of binoculars to scour
the coastline for signs of marine life.
The Instagrammable Xiangshan
Boardwalk is up next. This sinuous concrete walking path loops out over the
sands. If you look carefully, you can
watch hundreds of tiny crabs scuttling
around in the moonscape-like mud-

flats. Fiddler crabs are the stars of the
show. Easy to spot, the males have one
huge claw, white like porcelain, and
one tiny one.
Historic Xiangshan Train Station,
almost 100 years old and recently renovated to restore the former glory of its
cypress walls, is just a few minutes of
cycling inland from here. There are YouBikes at this station, so you could make
a daytrip from here to Nanliao and back
again along the bikeway. Even if you’re
not planning to exit here, it’s worth a
quick detour to see the handsome Japanese-era building.
Continuing south, I hug the shoreline,
passing dozens of wind turbines, several

Xiangshan Station, which is over 100 years old, recently underwent restoration to
preserve its historic appearance.

Although coastal tetrapods were installed to prevent erosion, research has shown
that they can make it worse it in neighboring areas.
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of them so close to the path I can stand
underneath and listen to their mesmerizing whoosh as the blades turn lazily
round and round.

New terrain
The smell of fresh tarmac signals the
start of the new 1.4-kilometer linking
bikeway and the end of the 17-kilometer
coastal path. Within moments, I arrive
at the Hsinchu-Miaoli county border,
marked with a yellow sign painted onto
the ground. As I’m photographing this
landmark, a Taiwanese cyclist appears
from the Miaoli direction. I ask him

about the cycling conditions up ahead.
“Not great,” he replies. “There are
a lot of low-hanging branches and the
track’s not in good shape.” He’s not
wrong, as I’m soon to find out.
I’m too short to be bothered by the
trees, but the asphalt is broken and potholed in places. Tree roots have pushed
themselves up through the surface creating a noticeably bumpier ride. It’s also
alarming to spot the occasional scooter
using the path, especially after the loudly
signposted “Bike Only” Hsinchu route.
The contrast between the two probably
makes this Miaoli stretch look worse
than it really is.
It’s also a totally different atmosphere. The coastline disappears as the
bikeway slips into a forest. The sweet
scent of what smells like pine needles
and the occasional pungent punch of
manured fields replace the salty air of the
morning’s exercise.
The route is not as well marked.
Gone are the 200-meter-spaced mileposts, and in their place are preachy messages that grab your attention in dangerred on an egg yolk background. “
” (It is better to
speak less, but best to speak kindly) says
one, while another advises: “
” (Forbearance
allows us to see things clearly; responsibility allows us to take things in stride).
But with the sun filtering down
through the leaves, Miaoli ’s Green
Light Sea Breeze bikeway is really quite
pleasant. I pass a ranch with horse rides

Top: Below Xiangshan Boardwalk, tiny
crabs scuttle around the mudflats.
Left: The Miaoli/Hsinchu border marked
on a bicycle path.
Right: The sea off Longfeng Fishing
Port contains several reefs, making it a
region with a diverse variety of fish.
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from NT$200. A number of walking
trails snake off on the right-hand side,
and butterflies of all colors, including a
deep purple-black, dart in front of me. If
you leave the path and head inland here,
there are a couple of Japanese-era brick
tunnels to explore near Qiding. Clamber
up the steps to admire the seascape
again. Note that Qiding Station does not
allow bikes.
I pedal on south, driven by my rumbling stomach and hungry for lunch.
It’s not long before I arrive at Longfeng Harbor, a pretty little port with
blue fishing boats bobbing on the sparkling water. Offshore wind turbines look
like they are floating on the horizon.
After a satisfying lunch – there are several restaurants here that serve up plates
of fresh seafood – I head to the fish
market facing the harbor where the
morning’s haul is auctioned off at 1:30
p.m. every day.
It’s a chaotic scene. A group of people
wearing rain boots huddle around a
basket. The auctioneer rattles off the
deal in a singsong, the basket is kicked
off to the side, and then the process is
repeated with the next basket of seafood. With my fish-spotting skills on a
par with my birdwatching expertise, I
spot fat fish, skinny fish, round fish, flat
fish, and dappled fish. Each basket has a
price scrawled in pen on scraps of paper.
A purplish, plump cuttlefish is going for
NT$680.
Leaving Longfeng, the bikeway heads
back to the forest for a while before
ending abruptly at the Zhunan Incineration Plant. Although there’s a nice broad
stretch of beach here and some parkland,
there is nowhere else to go if your destination is south except for the West Coast
Expressway.
This is hugely disappointing. The
o u t s i d e l a n e o f a h i g h w a y i s t h o roughly unenjoyable. The governments of
Hsinchu City and Miaoli County came
together to work on this NT$25 million
linked section specifically to cut out sections on dangerous roads. “Bikers will
no longer need to detour the West Coast
Expressway to transport with high-speed
automobiles and motorcycles,” according
to the press release. If Miaoli could likewise build links to ensure its Green Sea
Light Breeze was a continuous bikeway,
the new route could mean cyclists would

An avenue of intertwined trees links Jincheng Lake with the Xiangshan Boardwalk.

be able to bike a single 100-kilometer
stretch all along the ocean.
This is also what some cyclists say
is the problem with the huandao, a
968-kilometer signposted route around
the island for cyclists to follow, launched
as Cycling Route No. 1 by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications
back in 2015. Taipei Times columnist
and long-time Taiwan resident Michael
Turton has been an avid bike rider here
for 15 years. “I’ve been pretty much
everywhere on the island,” the retired
university instructor says. “It would be
difficult to name a moderately obscure
road that I haven’t biked on.” But he’s
always spurned the huandao “because it
involves large chunks of flyover on the
west coast.” Too much of it has been
assigned to bleak highways that are, in
his words, “the absolute nadir of the
Taiwan experience.”
Taiwan is vocal about promoting
itself as a cycling tourist destination.
According to the Executive Yuan, in
2021 Taiwan had 7,900 kilometers of
bikeways (although I suspect that a good
chunk of those are simply roads where
bikes are allowed). The Taiwan Tourism
Bureau has made a website specifically
for the huandao, “Taiwan on 2 Wheels,”
and christened last year as the island’s
“Year of Bicycle Tourism.” There’s a

five-year plan, running 2020 to 2024,
to upgrade and connect bike paths, as
well as to develop 16 “diverse cycling
routes.”
In Turton’s view, though, the topdown approach is flawed. “They need to
get it out of the hands of the bureaucrats
and let people who actually ride bikes set
the routes,” he suggests. “They need to
redesignate the minor roads as bike paths
and get people off the major routes.”
My encounter with the West Coast
Expressway lasts a hair-raising half
hour before I escape onto a provincial
road and promptly get lost. Ninety minutes, three railroad crossings, one angry
dog, two missed turns, and a beer factory later, I arrive at Houlong. I bed
down for the night in a crumbling courtyard hostel on the outskirts of the Miaoli
County town, where the only guests are
myself and two stray cats. While buying
supplies at the mom-and-pop store, the
only place to buy food or drink in the
neighborhood, the proprietor warns me:
“There’ll be rain tomorrow.”
Indeed, the drum of fat, furious raindrops on the roof wakes me up at 5 a.m.
There’s nothing left to do but catch a
train with my bike to Xiangshan Station so that I can enjoy the cycle back
along the seaside with not a truck, car, or
scooter in sight.
JULY 2022 • TAIWAN BUSINESS TOPICS
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A RAMBLE DOWN ROOSEVELT ROAD
With an intriguing history and rich culture, Taipei’s Roosevelt Road hosts
many more interesting attractions than first meet the eye.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY DINAH GARDNER

T

his story begins in a bookstore.
The sky is overcast, but a soft
glow from the overhead lights
inside SMC Publishing (
), a
Taiwan-focused academic bookshop in
Taipei’s university district of Gongguan,
creates a comfortable ambiance. Crinkly
maps are heaped high on a long bench
at the front of the store. They have been
carefully selected by owner and publisher Wei Te-wen in response to a query
I sent him about what might be the capital city’s most intriguing street. The first
question I ask is when Roosevelt Road
was first constructed.
“ T h a t ’s a d i f f i c u l t q u e s t i o n t o
answer,” Wei says with a chuckle. “The
only way to show you is to go through
the maps, one by one.” And that is
exactly what we do.
Roosevelt Road holds a special place
22

in my heart. In my almost seven years
in Taipei, I have lived in eight different
apartments. Five of them (including my
current residence) either have a Roosevelt Road address or are located a
stone’s throw from this six-lane avenue
that connects political Taipei with the
residential suburbs. Not only is Roosevelt the only road in the capital named
after an American president and one of a
few with a name bearing no Chinese connection, but it also has a unique character and timeless air. Absent are the oldworld atmosphere of Wanhua, the towering shopping malls of Xinyi, and the
commercial thrum of Ximen. Rather,
Roosevelt is distinguished by a leafy university district, specialist bookshops,
density of cafes, and pockets of curious
history, including two tumbledown military dependents’ villages and remnants of

a forgotten railway.
Our voyage back in time with Wei
begins with a hand-drawn 1888 map
of Taipei, just two years after it became
the capital of the western sliver of
Taiwan then under Qing Dynasty control. Three urban pockets existed at the
time, according to this map: the walled
inner city and the two ports of Wanhua
and Dadaocheng. Where Roosevelt Road
should be displayed, there are only rice
paddies. The next two maps, dated 1895
and 1890, bring Taipei under Japanese
occupation. The rice fields recede and
are replaced by streets and structures,
but there is still nothing but squiggles
denoting farmland in what will become
the Roosevelt Road area.
M a p f o u r f r o m 1903 s h o w s t h e
beginnings of a train line snaking down
from Wanhua (it would eventually con-
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nect to Xindian and open to the public in
1921). The city walls are coming down,
and for the first time, construction can
be seen around the northern part of what
will be Roosevelt Road. But the Japanese
have chosen Nanchang Road as their
main north-south route. For the time
being, it is the broadest and longest street
in this part of the city. The following
map, a city plan from 1905, reveals the
first signs of a short stubby street – the
foundation of Roosevelt.
Wi t h m a p n u m b e r s i x , w e j u m p
ahead to 1932. The parks are labeled
with numbers, and Roosevelt Road is a
narrow street that stretches from presentday Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall to
Heping East Road. The Japanese did not
name roads, just neighborhoods, says
Wei as he dips his head to work out the
characters on the map. Roosevelt’s precursor is labeled Qiansui Ding (
)–
ding being a Japanese word for neighborhood (today’s Ximending is notable for
retaining this character). With this information, we can confirm that Roosevelt
Road was established sometime between
1905 and 1932.
But it wasn’t named Roosevelt until
1945, when Nationalist China took
control of Taiwan as the conclusion of
World War II brought an end to the Japanese era. Map seven, dated that year,
clearly marks it as Roosevelt Road for
the first time. Wei examines the map’s

tiny print with a cartographer’s magnifying glass. The road was named in
honor of U.S. President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, who helped China defeat
the Japanese. The Republic of China
authorities “were grateful,” explains
Wei. “They were thanking them [the
Americans] by giving this road a special
name.”
Just two years later, in 1947, Wei’s
eighth map depicts an almost unrecognizable city. Roosevelt is now the
main north-south route. It is noticeably
broader, branching out from Nanchang
and continuing down past National
Taiwan University. The map shows 16
separate bus routes, with the Nos. 14 and
15 cruising up and down Roosevelt. On
map nine, from 1961, Roosevelt is the
six-lane thoroughfare we recognize today,
and thus – in nine maps – we have solved
the puzzle.

Signs of an old railway
On one of his maps, Wei points out
the Wanhua-Xindian train line, which
follows current-day Tingzhou Road
before it connects with Roosevelt Road
after Gongguan. In the late 1990s, the
green MRT line, which today connects
Taipei’s Songshan district to Xindian in
New Taipei City, traced the same southernmost rail route along Roosevelt.
I ask Wei if he had ever taken that

train. “Oh yes,” he says. “I was in elementary school, about four or five years
old.” This would have been sometime in
the 1950s. Wei and his father traveled
from Hsinchu to visit his older brother,
who was residing in Guting at the time.
They took the bus into Taipei before
switching to the train in Wanhua. “We
left in the morning at 8 a.m., and it was
four in the afternoon when we arrived,”
Wei says. “We spent the whole day traveling – now it takes little more than an
hour.”
Signs of the old train line can still be
seen today if one knows where to search.
About halfway between the Jingmei and
Wanlong MRT stations, a display in the
shape of the sides of two carriages is
easily overlooked, as it blends in seamlessly with an adjacent bus stop. Its mirrored sides are marked with a narration
of the story of the 10.4-kilometer line.
The text says that the line had 17 stops
under the Japanese, including many with
names familiar to us today – Gutingding
(Guting), Gongguan, Jingwei (Jingmei),
and Dapinglin. Five stations were closed
after 1945, likely because they were so
close together that they were deemed
redundant, as 17 stops along 10 kilometers allow for just a little more than 500
meters between each stop.
The line was envisaged by Japanese
investors back in 1896 to help transport coal, lumber, and tea, but due to a

Left: Ersatz mock railroad track marking one section of the old Wanhua-Xindian line.
Right: Photos of Roosevelt Road from the 1950s.
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railway can be found just west of the
hissing woks of Gongguan Night Market.
At one end of a new wooden boardwalk
that scoops through a tangle of forest to
the Treasure Hill artists’ colony, there
is a plaque commemorating the former
Gongguan Station. Next to it is a bloom
of orange and purple flowers and a few
feet of ersatz track. It is a serene spot,
although unfortunately no photos are on
display to show what it looked like in the
past. I imagine a scene of professors and
students disembarking for Taihoku Imperial University (now National Taiwan
University). Finally, further up Tingzhou Road, the exterior wall of Yingqiao
Junior High School is decorated with
sleepers from the former track to form
the image of a locomotive in memory of
the old line.

Demilitarized villages
lack of funds, it did not open until 1921
when the Japanese colonial government
acquired control. In the 1950s, the route
became a popular way for people to enjoy
a day at the lake at Bitan; one year, spectators were even treated to a performance
there by a U.S. waterskiing team. The line
eventually closed in 1965. Highway construction had opened up alternative transport options, such as buses and private
vehicles, causing train passenger numbers
to plummet. Another part of the display
has a depiction of a newspaper advertisement offering a flat rate of NT$1 for any
trip along the route.
An additional tribute to the old

Top: Front gate of a Toad Mountain Village residence.
Left: A boardwalk winds through greenery near the Treasure Hill artist village.
Right: The Toad Mountain Living Room,
a former residence converted into an
exhibition space that serves as a visitor
center for the historic military dependents' village.
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As members of the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) fled China to Taiwan
in 1949, soldiers and their families lived
in makeshift settlements that spread
organically outward. One such area
resulted in Treasure Hill, one of Taiwan’s
better-known military dependents’ villages, today jazzed up and renovated as
an artists’ neighborhood and tourist destination. But less than a kilometer southeast, across the roundabout that links
Roosevelt to Keelung Road, lies another,
less famous, such village. Toad Mountain (
), also known as Huanmin
New Village, was set up by the KMT’s
Air Force Combat Command in the
1940s. During the Korean War in the
early 1950s, the U.S. 13th Air Force also
camped there. Toad Mountain is easy to
spot from the Gongguan stretch of Roosevelt Road. Looking south, it is the forested hill topped with a radar antenna.
It also carries a Roosevelt Road address:
Section 4, Lane 119.
Taipei in recent years has invested
in restoring and converting some of
Toad Mountain’s residences into exhibition spaces. So far, one has been completed and is open to the public. The
“Toad Mountain Living Room,” open
Tuesday through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., features maps, models, books,
and displays geared at schoolchildren
and depicting how a house in this village
might have looked last century. A drawn
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map of Toad Mountain by British artist
Tom Rook, who spent many weeks in
2013 at the location sketching its meandering lanes, is prominently displayed
on the wall. At the time, residents were
fighting evictions, and the village’s fate
looked bleak. Rook’s map was part of an
ultimately successful campaign to preserve Toad Mountain. The following
year, Taipei City awarded it Cultural
Landscape status.
I invite Rook back to see the village’s
transformation. “It’s changed quite a
lot,” he says with a smile. “A lot of these
buildings have been renovated.”
Despite this, Toad Mountain remains
unkempt and decrepit. Wellingtonbooted workers with cigarettes dangling
from their lips chat on their phones or
carry pipes into half-restored buildings
boasting new wooden beams and smooth
concrete floors. Further up the slope,
many of the homes are still inhabited.
Roofs are of corrugated iron, pasty green
or rusty burgundy. Paint peels from
walls, clothes are draped across scooters
or hung from railings, and doorways are
piled high with crooked umbrellas and
racks of shoes. Every available inch of
surface is covered with potted plants and
pink and white calla lilies. It is a warren
of snaking paths and uneven steps.
“It’s got a kind of Jiufen feel to it,”
notes Rook, referring to the mountain
gold-rush town northeast of Taipei that
is now a popular tourist destination. We
pass a home under a covered walkway.
An elderly lady smiles and waves at us
from her chair, warning Rook – who
towers in at around six feet tall – to
mind his head on the low roof.
Rook tells me he is especially fond of
a row of houses near the village’s peak,
which he says were built during the Japanese era. Unlike the rest of the homes,
which are mainly constructed from concrete and iron, these are made of red
brick and wooden beams. Sadly, the
buildings have almost entirely collapsed,
with vines and other vegetation entangling their skeletal remains. “They’ve
been abandoned for a couple of decades
at least,” he notes.
Climbing further up, past a ferocious
chained dog, brings you to a forebodinglooking fence with a sign that reads in
Chinese: Important military base – Trespassers will be prosecuted. No barrier

was there back in 2013, Rook recalls.
He and a group of friends scrambled
through the forest, discovering manmade caves and bunkers. Eventually,
they ended up at the very top next to
the antenna. They spotted a lone soldier
who, probably as surprised about the
encounter as they were, stared at them
before they slipped through a gate back
down to the village.

Coffee and cake
Roosevelt Road’s upper section has
a significantly longer history than the
rest of the thoroughfare. Wei’s old maps
mark this part of the road with buildings owned by the Monopoly Bureau, an
institution set up by the Japanese to control the production and sale of key goods
such as tobacco, alcohol, camphor, salt,
and oil. The Monopoly Bureau Building,
a handsome red and cream Renaissance-style construction with a copper
spire dating back to 1913, still stands on
nearby Nanchang Street.
Tucked away at No. 2, Lane 72, Roosevelt Road, Section 1 you will find the
Sanhuai Tang (
) shop, which is
not quite as old as the Monopoly Bureau
but nevertheless exudes history. The proprietors, the Wangs, have been serving
siphon coffee and home-baked cheesecake since 1995, a year prior to Tai-

wan’s first presidential elections. Mr.
Wang, who stands behind the counter
concocting brews, says that the menu
has barely changed since then. With long
wooden tables and polished floorboards,
it feels like a teashop from another era.
The cheesecake is not too sweet – it is
Japanese style, more spongey than the
New York cream and crunch. Most
importantly, it is a delightful accompaniment to a cup of tea or coffee and the
perfect end to a day exploring the mysteries of Roosevelt Road.

A memorial to the Wanhua-Xindian rail line
that forms part of the outer gate of Yingqiao Junior High School in Gongguan.

The interior of Sanhuai Tang, a cozy coffee house in Toad Mountain Village.
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Every moment inspired by GIS

M

eetings have been shown to
improve the ability to close
deals, network, and grow
professionally – but for GIS Group,
professional events have an added layer.
Whether it’s a pharmaceutical conference, a congress meeting, or a business
event, GIS works to not only create
seamless and stimulating experiences, but
also to introduce many of the attendees
to Taiwan’s history, culture, and society
for the first time.
“I think Taiwan is underrated in
many ways,” says Jason Yeh, CEO of
GIS Group. “But people are starting to
recognize our appeal.” Yeh likens the
island to the semiconductors it is famous
for producing: “Although small and
sometimes invisible, it plays an important
role globally and in people’s lives.”
Founded in 1991, GIS Group is a
leader in Taiwan’s meeting industry. The
organization offers a series of services,
including online conferences, meetings,
exhibitions, audio-visual and language
services, and venue management. GIS
manages several locales in northern and
southern Taiwan, its two latest venue
management projects being POPOP
TAIPEI and ICC Tainan.
“Since organizers are not physically
in Taiwan during the preparations, we
provide a seamless service that enables
our clients to focus on the event itself
rather than on the nitty-gritty details,”
says Senior Business Manager Adam
Milczarek. “Because we’re local experts,
we are also able to infuse meetings with
something extra, whether it’s culture,
entertainment, or Taiwan itself.”
26
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When it comes to planning an event,
Yeh says the first step is selecting a theme
that is aligned with the client while
highlighting the distinctive qualities of
Taiwan as a destination. This requires an
understanding of the needs and interests
of organizer as well as attendees.
“Our mission is to ensure that every
moment is inspired, be it through a
great speaker, an impactful interpersonal
meeting, or the local culture,” he notes.
“When people take the time and money
to travel from far away, the time they
spend here becomes precious, and they
are not so keen on standard hotel buffets
– they want to see how people live and
eat in their communities.”
Milczarek exemplifies how this might
look with the International Congress
and Convention Association (ICCA)
World Congress, which the company
arranged at the National Kaohsiung
Center for the Arts-Weiwuying in 2020.
The event was held as a hybrid conference due to the pandemic, which posed
additional challenges for the company in
terms of providing equivalent experiences
physically and virtually. For the event
opening, GIS hired a world-renowned
dancer who developed a piece displaying
the history and culture of Taiwan and
Kaohsiung, told through dance and
performance for a virtual and physical
audience.
“Later, we opened the backstage area,
where we served a dinner made by a
French cuisine chef who used Taiwanese
and Hakka ingredients to make the
food,” says Milczarek. “The participants
could experience not only the venue, the

entertainment, and Kaohsiung’s recent
development, but were also made to feel
like true VIPs by immersing themselves
in the architecture and the feel of the
building.”
Immersion into the local culture did
not stop there, as GIS commissioned a
famous chef to design a series of dishes
inspired by local geography. Rather
than the usual congress lunch, delegates
enjoyed a curated menu inspired by local
indigenous tribes and traditional farming
using ingredients from the Gaoping River
area. GIS also designed an innovative
interlude program for the online guests,
in which two hosts introduced the dishes
and ideas behind them in a dynamic
YouTube broadcast.
Although hybrid events remain
somewhat prevalent in 2022, Yeh and
Milczarek note that face-to-face encounters are once again taking precedence
over online conferences as Taiwan’s
quarantine-upon-arrival has been
decreased to three days and the island
gradually opens its borders to travelers.
A majority of people still crave physical meetings that facilitate meaningful
connections. Experiencing a destination
firsthand elevates the event.
A personal mission of Yeh’s, which
pervades the work of GIS, is to connect
Taiwan to the world. Milczarek notes
that GIS is heavily invested in what he
dubs Taiwan’s golden opportunity to
attract more organizations and industries
to choose the island as a meeting
destination.
“Taiwan has received unprecedented
and widespread global recognition due
to its role in aiding other countries in
managing COVID-19 and its role in the
ICT industry,” says Milczarek. “The
events and tourism sectors, together with
the Tourism Bureau, now have a unique
opportunity to grasp this momentum
and attract more people to meet and find
inspiration in Taiwan.”
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OFF-R OADING
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WHEELS IN THE WILD:
TAIWAN’S OFF-ROADING ADVENTURERS
Though not technically legal, off-road driving and motorcycling are popular activities
among certain outdoor enthusiasts in Taiwan, where rugged jungle and mountainous
terrain still constitute a significant portion of the land.
BY STEVEN CROOK

W

hen it comes to taking his
1993 Jeep Wrangler off the
b e a t e n t r a c k i n Ta i w a n ’s
remote wilderness, Dave Johnson is the
first to admit that he often acts against
his own advice.
“I like heading into the hills by
myself, but I’d strongly urge people
driving off-road to do so in a group that
has a minimum of two vehicles,” the
British businessman says. “That way, if
one gets stuck, the other can pull it out.”
Several of Johnson’s expeditions into
the hills were inspired by his ongoing
research into sites connected to Taiwan’s
indigenous people or to the 1895-1945
period of Japanese colonial rule. Some
of his discoveries have been featured in
the TraX videos he presents on Guan Xi

28

Media’s YouTube channel.
“I’d say that an electric winch with
an anchor is essential, but I don’t have
one,” adds Johnson, who splits his time
between Taipei and Taitung. Instead, he
carries ratchet straps (a manual winch)
at all times. These have come in useful
on several occasions. “It seems like every
time I drive to the coast, I have to pull
someone off the beach. Last time, it was
a rental in Hsinchu. It was an all-wheel
drive vehicle, but it still got stuck,” he
recalls.
Occasionally, off-roaders have to
be rescued by the authorities. On February 28 this year, a convoy of firefighters and volunteers was dispatched to
the mountainous interior of Kaohsiung
after deep water trapped a family trying

to reach Shidong Hot Springs (
). The Kaohsiung City Fire Department later appealed to the public to
avoid driving on riverbeds, saying that
typhoon-induced changes to the landscape often make such places “extremely
dangerous.”
Johnson’s familiarity with Taiwan’s
rougher roads is due to both a love of the
outdoors and his occupation – running a
company that supplies railway and aircraft components. Taipei Metro, Taiwan
Railways Administration, and the Taiwan
High-Speed Rail Corp. are among his clients. Often, he has to drive to remote
stretches of track to check on work.
Before attempting anything ambitious, such as following a river upstream,
drivers should have a decent amount of
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Off-roaders like Dave Johnson recommend that newcomers to the activity travel in groups, rather than alone, in order to have
help close by in the event of getting stuck.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF WADE GILLIAM

experience on unpaved and uneven surfaces, Johnson says. They should also
allow plenty of time to avoid having to
drive after the sun has set. “You should
be fit enough and mentally prepared
to walk back to civilization if you get
stuck,” he adds.
“It can take three hours to get yourself off a rock,” Johnson warns. And if a
wheel gets stuck in a rut or in mud, there
is no five-minute fix. The SOP is to lift
the wheel using a tire-changing jack, fill
the hole with gravel, and then position a
traction board.
Johnson explains that he bought his
Jeep 10 years ago because “road conditions in East Taiwan can be pretty bad,
especially after typhoons.” One of his
pastimes is storm chasing, a hobby that
inevitably involves negotiating debrisstrewn roads.
In Johnson’s experience, keeping a
Jeep Wrangler on the road isn’t expensive. There are lots of old Jeeps around,
so replacement parts are easy to obtain.
A decent 30-year-old vehicle can be
h a d f o r l e s s t h a n N T $100,000, h e
says. Those willing to spend upward
of NT$400,000 can get a Jeep with a
winch, air lockers (which stop the wheels
from spinning when 4WD is engaged),
and other modifications for off-roading.
According to Johnson, some drivers
of heavily modified vehicles are overly

reliant on their vehicles’ capabilities.
He favors technique over hardware.
Common mistakes, he says, are failing
to consider just how deep a creek might
be before attempting to cross it, or not
properly sealing the engine snorkel (a
component that allows the vehicle’s
engine to “breathe” when crossing rivers
or water-filled roads).
Johnson has a strong preference
for vehicles with manual transmission.
Compared to automatics, they provide
better control of torque, which is useful
if you get bogged down. Moreover, he
says, they make it possible to enginebrake in descents, thus reducing the risk
of skidding.
Notwithstanding his liking for solo
drives into the wilderness and his desire
to hike rather than drive to minimize
his impact on the environment, Johnson
occasionally joins groups of Jeep drivers
on outings to undeveloped hot springs.
“They offer camaraderie and immediate
help if you get into trouble. But they’re
noisy!” he says.
Johnson has noticed that off-roading
groups are usually defined by vehicle
types and the garages that specialize in
them. “Jeep drivers head out with other
Jeeps,” he says. “Toyotas stick with Toyotas, Land Rovers with Land Rovers.
People get to know each other because
they go to the same mechanic.” Noting

the surprising degree of rivalry between
mechanics, he observes that “this can be
annoying if you want a component your
regular mechanic doesn’t have.”

Two-wheel traversing
Like Johnson, Glenn Panozzo Jr. prefers to go it alone when exploring the
unpopulated parts of Taiwan. For the
past eight years, he has been exploring
the hill country near his home in Kaohsiung on his Kawasaki KLX250 motorcycle. The former U.S. Marine did some
off-road riding while growing up, but
he says that experience was entirely different because the terrain in Indiana is
quite unlike that of Taiwan.
Panozzo, a voice-over studio owner
and voice talent, sums up his equipment
philosophy as “ATGATT: All the gear, all
the time.” With the changes he has made
to his bike – he upgraded the suspension and replaced the handlebars with a
stronger set that will not bend if he falls
– the cost of his hobby has begun to add
up. But good gear is worth every New
Taiwan dollar, he stresses.
“Without the gear, you’ll fall and hurt
yourself,” he says. “Even with all the
gear, you’ll still probably hurt yourself,
just not as badly.” The right footwear is
particularly important, he explains. “Buy
proper motocross boots. Don’t buy comJULY 2022 • TAIWAN BUSINESS TOPICS
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Since breaking his foot in a 2017 accident, Glenn Panozzo wears motocross
boots every time he rides his motorcycle off-road.

Off-road motorcyclist Glenn Panozzo
(left) was forced to wrap up a broken
foot with what he had at hand following
a nasty fall in the hills of Kaohsiung in
2017 (right).
PHOTOS: COURTESY OF GLENN PANOZZO
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fortable boots that seem good enough. I
did that and broke my foot.”
It goes without saying that you
should learn how to use the tools you
carry. “Of course, the more people you
ride with, the fewer tools you’ll need,”
says Panozzo. “If riding alone like I do,
at the very least learn how to fix a flat
tire. That’s the problem you’re most
likely to have. If you ride on riverbeds,
learn how to ‘de-water’ or undrown your
bike, as you’ll fall in at some point.”
He points out other good reasons
for riding with a group: “They’ll introduce you to some of the best trail networks, and you’ll probably learn a thing
or two.”
Those who prefer to explore by themselves must be aware of their limits. If

you make it up a steep hill, Panozzo says,
you need to be able to get back down.
“If your bike slides down the mountain, it’s up to you and you alone to get it
back.”
With a GPS recording device, you
can keep track of where you have been,
which can help you find your way home
at the end of the day. “That’s doubly true
when you’re on a riverbed, as the trail
can sometimes be difficult to find, especially in the dark,” adds Panozzo. “And,
of course, let someone know where
you’re going, and when they should
expect you back.”
In addition to riding up riverbeds in
search of waterfalls and swimming holes,
Panozzo and other back-country motorcycle enthusiasts like to explore dirt roads
that were cleared for the construction
and maintenance of powerlines. “There
are also roads made by farmers and old
logging roads that used to be restricted
to Forestry Bureau teams, but which are
now open to the public,” he says.
Some roads and trails are frequented
only by hunters, who often mark them
with ribbons. On such routes, there is
a danger of getting caught in a trap,
Panozzo warns. “I was once stopped
dead in my tracks by a wild-boar snare
while riding downhill at around 30kph,”
he recalls. “If I wasn’t wearing proper
motocross boots and gear, I’d have had a
real bad time. It took me 45 minutes to
free myself.”
“Sometimes the line between what’s
a road, what’s a hiking trail, and what’s
private property can be blurry,” Panozzo
says. “If you find yourself on a hiking
trail – and getting angry looks from
hikers – I recommend turning back. And
obviously don’t ride on private property,
though landowners generally don’t seem
to care that much so long as you’re not
ripping up their property.”
Yet it’s Mother Nature, in the form
of a landslide or a fallen tree, that often
forces Panozzo to turn around. Gates
and security guards have brought other
expeditions to a premature end. But he
has never been threatened with a fine for
riding somewhere, and he can remember
only one testy exchange with a local.
“I was riding on a riverbed near
Sandimen (
), when a man on a
motorcycle with a large machete on his
side stopped and yelled at me, saying
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these lands belong to indigenous people
and that I shouldn’t be there,” he says.
“Later, after a chat, we ate some barbecue together with his family by the
river. So a happy ending!”
In many places, off-roading is technically illegal. In the vicinity of waterways, driving on roads “other than designated ones” is specifically prohibited
by the Water Act. Yet every off-roader
contacted for this story confirms that
enforcement is far from strict.

Navigating a gray area
Asher Leiss, who has taken his Mitsubishi Delica L300 van all over Taiwan,
gathering content for his Follow Xiaofei
YouTube channel, complains that “this
law is ignored, rather than modernized.
Where you can drive off-road changes
every year, based on how much they
enforce the rules.”
Popular and relatively easy-to-reach
off-roading destinations include Wanda
North Creek (
) and Wanda
South Creek (
) in Nantou
County, says Leiss. “They’re occasionally
closed, but recently I’ve seen cars going
in, so the trench the authorities dug in
the river to stop vehicles must be gone,”
he adds.
According to Leiss, residents of Wutai
Township in Pingtung County have

taken control of access to Hayou Creek
Hot Spring (
). “They only
allow their own cars in, so you have to
hire an ‘off-road taxi,’” he says, questioning if there is a solid legal basis for
the Ministry of Economic Affairs’ Water
Resources Agency’s acceptance of this
arrangement.
In Taiwan, modifying one’s car or
motorcycle for rougher terrain while
remaining within the law is nearly
impossible. As a result, there are thousands of illegally modified vehicles
around the island, Leiss says.
A local mechanic who preferred not
to have his name published says there are
two ways such vehicles can pass mandatory inspections. Car owners use garages
known for being cooperative, or they
buy a second vehicle of the same model
and same color, and switch over the
license plates whenever they need to take
it to be inspected.
Asked about the environmental
impact of off-roading, Leiss says that
vehicles tend to flatten and compact
the surface, and they can leak fluids
into a river. However, he also points
out that very few waterways in Taiwan
are without some kind of dam or weir.
“They aren’t really healthy ecosystems,” he says. “Also, typhoons completely reorganize the riverbed every year
anyway. So I’m skeptical that off-roading

PHOTO: COURTESY OF ASHER LEISS

has much impact.”
Compared to hikers, people in cars
can carry much more, and thus leave
behind more trash. “I’ve seen offroad
groups leave big piles of trash behind,
even though they have cars that can drive
it out,” says Leiss. Dave Johnson has
also noticed that some groups are less
than fastidious when it comes to hauling
out their garbage.
Well-heeled city folk are not the only
people who use robust or modified vehicles to access the wilderness. “You can
do a lot of things when weight isn’t a
problem,” says Leiss. “When a hunter
hikes in, he’ll come back with one or two
animals. But if people drive up the river
to hunt, they might kill a lot more. This
affects animal populations.” He says he
has also seen drivers transport electrofishing equipment into the mountains.
“There’s no reason why we can’t have
responsible off-road driving,” says Leiss.
“Since it’s currently illegal, or operating
in a gray area, it’s hard to address the
challenges it presents. I think the authorities would be better off making it legal,
defining rules for it, and then strictly
enforcing those rules.”
Johnson is in broad agreement. “I’d
be happy to see restrictions on numbers
or some kind of a permit system,” he
says. “Groups should at least guarantee
they’ll take out their rubbish.”

PHOTO: COURTESY OF DAVE JOHNSON

Left: Mitsubishi Delica owners, among them YouTuber Asher Leiss, relax beside Lakesi Creek in a mountainous part of Kaohsiung. Right: Dave Johnson drives his Jeep through a disused railway tunnel in Taitung County.
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DIGGING INTO THE PAST:
ARCHEOLOGY IN TAIWAN
Taiwan’s extensive and colorful history (and prehistory) are brought to the surface
at several archeological sites around the island. Many of the findings are on display
at a handful of museums around Taiwan.
STORY AND PHOTOS BY STEVEN CROOK

F

or those who study human history by digging up human remains
and artifacts, Taiwan is both fertile ground and a frustrating place to
work. The sheer number of construction
and infrastructure projects means that
archaeological discoveries are frequent.
Whether these sites are adequately investigated is another matter.
Some sites are permitted to undergo
salvage archaeology – sometimes called
rescue archaeology – a term meaning
survey and excavation work carried out
ahead of construction. By necessity, it
is hurried and often incomplete. One of
the largest and most sustained rescuearchaeology operations ever conducted
in Taiwan was led by Tsang Cheng-hwa
at what is now the Southern Taiwan Sci32

ence Park (STSP) in Tainan.
In a 2020 interview first published
by National Chengchi University online
journal Humanities Island, Tsang – currently director and distinguished professor at National Tsing Hua University’s
Institute of Anthropology – recalled that
what he expected would be a six-month
assignment turned into 15 years of excavation and investigation.
In and around the STSP, Tsang and
his team detected 82 sites of archaeological interest. Of those, they were able to
perform salvage work at 34.
As Tsang and Li Kuang-ti, a research
fellow at Academia Sinica’s Institute of
History and Philology, explain in their
2018 book Archaeological Heritage in
the Tainan Science Park of Taiwan, the

abundance of remains in the area was the
result of topography and hydrology. The
STSP is located on a plain that has been
repeatedly flooded over the centuries by
the Zengwen River. The rapid accumulation of sediment meant that traces of
ancient human settlement were buried
deeply. Those layers of soil protected
them when later inhabitants plowed
fields or built houses, but not when STSP
tenants began digging foundations for
wafer fabs and optoelectronics factories.
Time pressure forced Tsang and
his colleagues to improvise and innovate. For instance, whenever human
bones were uncovered, rather than being
cleaned on site they were stabilized with
silicone or fiberglass, then quickly transferred to a laboratory.
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Use of the tried-and-tested flotation
method led to a breakthrough in our
understanding of how ancient Taiwanese
obtained food. By bubbling water
through soil taken from a dig, bone fragments and other relatively heavy matter
are separated from lighter items such as
seeds. This technique recovered 8,387
rice grains and 110,860 millet grains
from a layer at one of the archeological
sites in Tainan, Nanguanli East (
), an area that radiocarbon dating indicates was inhabited 5,000 to 4,300 years
before present (BP, a time scale used in
archeology and other scientific disciplines to date objects or events).
According to a 2017 paper by Tsang,
Li, and others, these are the earliest
largescale seed remains so far found
in Taiwan. The fact that grains of two
domesticated millet species (broomcorn
and foxtail) far outnumber those of wild
millet “indicates relatively extensive cultivation of both rice and millet.” Moreover, the hypothesis that subsistence
“was no longer limited to hunting and
gathering” is supported by the retrieval
of shell knives that were likely used for
harvesting grain.
Nanguanli East also yielded a considerable amount of faunal remains, especially fish and dog bones. Cutting marks
suggest canines were raised for food
as well as for hunting. Numerous deer,
boar, muntjac, hare, and crab fragments
were also retrieved.
Archaeologists categorize the grains
and faunal remains as remnants of the
Dapenkeng Culture (
), which
is both Taiwan’s earliest Neolithic (later
Stone Age) culture and the first group
of humans to leave behind traces in the
island’s southwest. Yet the Dapenkeng
Culture is not Taiwan’s oldest material
culture – not by a long shot.

Prehistoric traces
Baxian Caves (
), a popular
tourist attraction on the east coast,
may have been inhabited by humans
more than 30,000 years ago. Samples
retrieved by core drilling and sent to the
U.S. for radiocarbon dating indicate that
people were making fires there 25,000 to
20,000 BP.
The hunter-gatherer Changbin Cul-

Grave found during a rescue-archaeology operation at what is now Southern Taiwan
Science Park (STSP) in Tainan.

Left: Bronze coins from China lie among human bones at a dig site in the STSP.
Right: Shards of pottery discovered in Guanmiao.

ture (
), named for the Taitung
township that includes Baxian Caves,
established its foothold before rising sea
levels separated Taiwan from the Asian
mainland. The ancestors of those who
dwelled in the caves likely followed
migrating animals across the land bridge.
The culture is thought to have
endured until about 5,000 BP, yet no
human remains associated with it have
been found. In a 2016 Central News
Agency report, Tsang was quoted as
attributing this fact to Taiwan’s hot,
humid climate, in which bacteria and

fungi attack collagen protein, causing
bones to quickly crumble.
There is not much for archaeology
buffs to see at Baxian Caves or at Dapenkeng (
) in New Taipei City’s Bali
District, where the first traces of the
Dapenkeng Culture were unearthed in
1958. The Shihsanhang Museum of
Archaeology – located less than three
kilometers north of Dapenkeng – is a
better place to visit.
The museum (closed Mondays; general admission NT$80 but free for some
visitors) displays artifacts from and rec-
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reations of the Shihsanhang Culture
(
), which thrived near here
between 1,800 and 500 BP.
The discovery of the Shihsanhang site
was unconventional. In 1955, when an
ROC Air Force plane passed overhead
at low altitude, the pilot noticed that
his cockpit compass behaved erratically.
Wondering if this indicated the presence
of iron ore, he consulted a geologist.
Excavations between 1957 and 1988
unearthed evidence of iron-smelting in
the form of ore, slag, and an almostintact furnace made of stones. Taiwan’s
Iron Age, these findings prove, was well
underway prior to largescale Han Chinese settlement on the island.
Other finds at Shihsanhang include
locally made hand-thrown ceramic items
of notable hardness and ornamentation. Among the items its people are
thought to have obtained by trading
with outsiders are gold and silver ornaments, glass bracelets and earrings, and
bronze knife handles. Archaeologists also
learned something about the culture’s
funerary practices: The dead were buried
on their sides with their knees bent and
their heads usually pointing southwest.
Creation of the National Museum of
Prehistory (NMP) on the outskirts of Taitung City was inspired by the discovery
in 1980 of 1,523 slate coffins, as well as
jade knives and arrowheads and other
treasures, during the construction of the
new Taitung railway station in the early
1980s. These relics were left behind by

the Beinan Culture (
, 2,300 to
5,200 BP), which may or may not have
had a connection with the area’s Puyuma
indigenous people (known in Chinese as
the Beinan tribe). The museum recently
reopened to the public after a two-year
renovation.
For most people, the Museum of
Archaeology (also known as the Tainan
Branch of the NMP) is more accessible than its parent institution. Located
in the middle of the STSP, the museum
(closed on Mondays) displays some of
the approximately 8 million artifacts and
biofacts unearthed in the area. These
include finds associated not just with the
Dapenkeng Culture, but also the more
recent Niuchouzi (
), Dahu (
),
and Niaosong (
) cultures. General
admission is NT$80, but some visitors
qualify for free or discounted entry.
Among the exhibits, especially
interesting are earthenware urns that
the Niuchouzi people used as coffins between 3,800 and 3,300 BP, and
six-sided dice made of deer antler by
Siraya people around the time of the
Dutch occupation (1624 to 1662 CE).
The museum’s best-known exhibit is
an endearing human face made of pottery dated from 1,800 to 1,400 BP. Its
bulbous nose and narrow eyes prove,
Tsang and Li argue in their book, that
the Niaosong people were capable of “a
rather mature level of craftsmanship…
which can especially be seen in the
pairing of the three-dimensional effect

achieved in the modeling of the facial
features.”
Taichung’s rapid growth in recent
years has resulted in the discovery of
several sites of archaeological significance and a number of salvage efforts.
Xiaolai Park in the city’s Xitun District
has a re-creation of a dig that took place
nearby at Huilai Archaeological Site (
, 4,500 to 1,000 BP). The attraction, which is open around the clock and
offers free admission, features replica
human skeletons, stone tools, and pottery shards, but the surrounding information panels are mostly in Chinese.
More than a thousand locations of
archaeological interest are marked on
the Geographic Information System
of Archaeological Sites in Taiwan, an
interactive map maintained by Academia Sinica. Some entries are accompanied by descriptions of significant finds.
For instance, clicking on Niuchouzi (
in Tainan’s Rende District – the
place where the first remnants of the
Niuchouzi Culture were found in 1938 –
brings up photos of a polished jade pendant, a sharpened stone cutter, a stone
net sinker, and fragments of rope-patterned pots.
So far this year, the archaeological
news has been mixed. A March 16 environmental impact assessment meeting
scaled back the proposed third-phase
expansion of the STSP’s Tainan base in
order to preserve both the Bajiaoliao
Possible Archaeological Site (

Above: This Niaosong Culture human
face, at least 1,400 years old, is displayed
in Tainan’s Museum of Archaeology.
Right: A replica of a horse skeleton
uncovered at an archaeological site near
Madou in Tainan, displayed at Madou’s
Daofeng Inland Sea Museum.
34
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) and a habitat for the Taiwan
ring-necked pheasant, a protected bird
subspecies.
In May, when construction workers at
National Ilan University in Yilan County
found three human skeletons, copper
bells and rings, glass beads, and other
items thought to be connected to the Shihsanhang Culture, the school’s leaders
were quick to assure the public that all
archaeological finds would be properly
investigated and preserved.

Prioritizing preservation
A cloud of uncertainty, meanwhile,
hangs over a site in Tainan’s Guanmiao District. On April 4 last year, Liberty Times reported the rediscovery by
a cultural activist of a primitive sugarrefining facility in the area. Within days
of its identification as a “sugar trickling
kiln” (
), a city councilor urged the
authorities to ensure its preservation.
O v e r t h e y e a r s , a t l e a s t 13 s i m ilar sites, some of them thought to date
back to the mid-18th century, have been
found in the southeastern part of Tainan.
Almost all of them have disappeared due
to development. Evidence of traditional
sugar processing was also uncovered
during salvage digs at the STSP.
The Guanmiao site is an overgrown
mound smaller than a tennis court. Close
inspection reveals two places where a
long-buried brick structure – the kiln
– has become exposed to the air. The
ground is littered with pieces of brick-red
pottery – fragments, it is supposed, of the
unglazed conical receptacles that were
mass-produced for use in small-scale preindustrial sugar refineries.
The mound has been covered with
tarpaulins, and bags of grit have been
piled around its base, presumably to protect it from both extreme weather and
the earthmoving equipment that is stripping and flattening the adjacent floodplain.
According to a Liberty Times report
from March 4 this year, the Tainan City
government will begin rescue work as
soon as it receives a NT$3 million subsidy
from the central government. Once again,
archaeological work – in this case, the
study of a relic representing an industry
that shaped the history of Taiwan – will
depend on political priorities.

Huilai Archaeological Site

The Long Road to Preserving
Taiwan’s Historical Relics
Chen Maa-ling, an archaeologist in the Department of Anthropology at National
Taiwan University, says she hopes that “politicians and major officials in the central
and local governments, as well as the general public, can recognize the significance
of the past and the role that archaeology plays in the study and preservation of cultural heritage.”
In Chen’s opinion, archaeological projects and cultural heritage work are still
underfunded in Taiwan compared to other places. Consequently, their roles in
shaping a modern society remain unfulfilled, and the lack of job opportunities for
students in these fields will push this problem into the future. She notes that given
Taiwan’s level of economic development, these issues could easily be resolved. But
first, those in positions of power need to attach greater importance to the roles
archaeological heritage can play in the lives of the people of Taiwan.
Nonetheless, Chen concedes that in the 24 years since she began conducting
archaeological research in Taiwan, the legal and regulatory environment for excavations and preservation has improved.
Article 54 of the Cultural Heritage Preservation Act states that the owners and
users of land (public or private) shall not reject or obstruct the “protection, investigation or excavation of archaeological sites” without justification, while Article 57
stipulates that if a potential archaeological site is unearthed during construction or
development, work shall immediately stop and the discovery reported to the local
government. The Act also calls for fines of up to NT$20 million and jail terms as long
as five years if such sites are damaged.
Unfortunately, Chen adds, the financial strength and lobbying power of private enterprises, and the government’s prioritizing of economic development, put
archaeology and cultural heritage in the back seat. “Politicians always stand on the
side of development projects and against the protection of archaeological sites,” she
laments.
“More and more people like to learn about archaeology, and some get involved
in outreach programs, taking action to support the preservation of archaeological heritage,” Chen says. However, she points out, it is still rare for a development
project to be modified or canceled for the sake of protecting an archaeological site
important to the greater public. “When salvage archaeology is permitted to be carried out, it’s usually to pave the way for construction.”
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TRAVEL SECTOR STRAINS TO SEE
LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
Though domestic tourism is doing well outside Taiwan’s major cities, a lack of clarity on
border reopening has left businesses dependent on the international market in limbo.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY MATTHEW FULCO

F

or the past two-and-a-half years,
Taiwan’s travel industry has grappled with an uncomfortable truth:
Its reliance on international visitors has
become a liability amid broad public
support for a closed border policy. Until
this spring, when the hyper-infectious
Omicron variant made doing so impossible, the Tsai Ing-wen administration
pursued a popular de facto zero-COVID
policy, relegating the reopening of Taiwan’s borders to the backburner.
Although strong domestic demand
has generally buoyed hotels and bedand-breakfasts (B&B) in Taiwan’s scenic
rural areas, many urban properties,
which employ a majority of Taiwan’s
hospitality staff, have suffered. Hotels in
Taipei and large cities like Taoyuan and
36

Kaohsiung need the international market
– especially higher-spending business
travelers – to thrive.
Data compiled by property consultancy CBRE show occupancy rates have
fallen in all of Taiwan’s large urban areas
from 2019, most precipitously in the
three aforementioned cities. In the capital, the occupancy rate was 32.7% in
the first quarter of 2022, compared to
74.7% during the same period in 2019.
Taoyuan’s occupancy rate was 43.9%,
down sharply from 72.2% in the first
quarter three years ago. Meanwhile, the
rate in Kaohsiung plunged to 41.1% in
the January-to-March period, compared
to 63.2% in the first quarter of 2019.
In contrast, Yilan’s occupancy rate
in the first quarter increased slightly

to 55.2% from 54.7% three years earlier, while Taitung’s rose from 57.7% to
64.8%. These areas, as well as Hualien,
Nantou, and Tainan, have traditionally
been popular with domestic tourists. Taiwanese have availed themselves of government subsidies to visit the country’s
scenic locales more than usual as international travel decreased to nearly nonexistent levels.
Unsurprisingly, Taipei hotels did not
benefit from the subsidies since the capital is not a top draw for domestic tourists. CBRE’s data show that a whopping
86% of the capital’s hotel demand in
2019 came from overseas visitors. Similarly, around 85% of guests at Regent
Taipei, one of Taipei’s best-known fivestar hotels, are international. “Due to
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border controls, we lost the majority
of room revenue,” says Steven Pan,
chairman of Silks Hotel Group, Regent’s
parent company.
“Taipei hotels have really had a tough
time; most of the closings have happened
there,” says Ping Lee, head of research
at CBRE Taiwan. “It was a pity that The
Sherwood closed,” she says of one of the
capital’s oldest five-star hotels, which
shut down permanently on February 15
after more than 32 years of business. “It
had a unique charm and was popular
with Western business travelers and dignitaries.” The Sherwood’s guests over the
years included former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and erstwhile
U.S. President George H.W. Bush.

Bottlenecks to reopening
Lee sees a confluence of factors that
have prevented Taiwan from welcoming
back international visitors. On the one
hand, the government zealously pursued
a COVID elimination strategy – initially
due to the clear health benefits but later,
after vaccines became widely available,
for political reasons. “The government
constantly told the people that Taiwan
did very well controlling the virus, and
that should be the goal,” she says. It
was understood that the success of this
approach depended on minimizing international travel.
Meanwhile, Taiwan’s economy performed well because of high global
demand for its exports, which boomed
despite the closed border. The travel
sector, accounting for a much smaller
share of GDP, suffered but did not drag
down the economy. Taiwan’s GDP
grew 6.28% in 2021, its highest rate in
11 years. Given such strong economic
growth, the government has felt little
pressure to relax border restrictions.
Culture also plays a role in Taiwan’s
hesitancy to reopen. Kevin Chiang, president of Ever Rich Duty Free, notes that
East Asian countries generally take a
more cautious approach to infectious diseases than the West. He points out that
except for South Korea, Northeast Asian
countries have been slow to reopen.
“Taiwan benchmarks itself against these
countries – especially Japan,” he says.
Japan has yet to drop most restrictions
on international visitors, though it has

started allowing chaperoned group tours.
Further, coordination between the
different stakeholders responsible for
border controls has been deficient.
“The CECC [Central Epidemic Command Center] just provides the baseline, the core policy framework. The airport authorities, airlines, and government departments have to fill in the
details,” says Chiang. With wide discretion to carry out their respective duties,
in his view different stakeholders have
sought to prove their individual prowess
rather than collaborate to devise a seamless integrated approach. “Everyone is
trying to do something to show they
are doing their job and wants to avoid
being blamed for anything that could go
wrong,” he notes.
Crucially, unlike in some Western
countries, Taiwan’s major political par-

ties have not had widely divergent views
on pandemic control. As a result, the
ruling party has not felt strong pressure
to enact significant policy changes, says
Chiang. The fact that this is an election
year (for the mayoral positions in major
cities) has also entered into the Tsai
administration’s calculations. CK Cheng,
founder and CEO of travel-booking site
AsiaYo, notes that the government has
long benchmarked its success in containing the coronavirus based on case
numbers. While that strategy worked in
the pandemic’s earlier days, Omicron has
rendered it obsolete.
“Unfortunately, Omicron cases will
not come down soon, so some people
will believe Taiwan has done poorly
fighting the virus and will blame the government,” he says. With that in mind,
though the government knows the risk

As hotels in Taipei have suffered from low occupancy rates during the pandemic,
many have shut down while others found alternative revenue sources.
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Taiwan’s scenic rural and coastal areas
have benefited from increased domestic
tourism during the pandemic.

posed by Omicron “is not serious at all
for most healthy vaccinated people” –
CECC data show that 99.6% of cases
since January 1 have been asymptomatic
or mild – “they think that proceeding
cautiously will make the elections a lot
easier for them.”

tourism,” says Steven Pan. Silks Hotel
Group as a whole has experienced positive growth this year compared to 2021.
For its part, AsiaYo changed its business model once it became evident that
cross-border business would be diminished indefinitely. The company pivoted from focusing on licensed vacation rentals to offering a variety of niche
booking services to the domestic market.
Cheng notes that during the pandemic,
Booking.com and Agoda have downsized
in Asia to cut costs. While the priciest
hotels still prefer those platforms, two
and three-star properties have been eager
to sign up with AsiaYo.
The travel-booking startup now also
caters to pet and child-focused B&Bs, as
well as camping and glamping (luxury

camping). Cheng expects that AsiaYo
will be the top booking platform for
both camping and glamping by the end
of 2023. For glamping, the top destinations are Nantou, Hsinchu, and Yilan.
“People are stuck in Taiwan and have no
place to spend their money,” he says of
surging demand for the activity.
Another niche that AsiaYo has cultivated is quarantine hotels. Of rivals
in this segment, Cheng says that “competition is weak.” That may be a slight
understatement – most other booking
platforms have not developed a regularly updated, comprehensive selection of
quarantine hotels in Taiwan. AsiaYo also
appears to be the only actor to have built
a user-friendly English-language platform
to book a quarantine hotel. The main
alternative to the company’s resource
seen by Taiwan Business TOPICS is a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet compiled by
government authorities.
Meanwhile, Taiwan-based travel
activity booking platform KKday has
benefited from its international footprint.
KKday’s business outside Taiwan has
recovered, in some cases to pre-pandemic
levels or even higher, says founder and
CEO Chen Ming-ming. As an example
he cites Singapore, the first East Asian
country to scrap mandatory quarantine
and COVID testing for overseas arrivals.

Survival techniques
Despite the lack of international visitors, some enterprises in Taiwan’s travel
industry have managed to thrive. Silks
Hotel Group is one of them. Revenue
from its Taipei hotel restaurant outlets and the Regent Galleria’s high-end
retail complex have helped make up for
lower room occupancy. Outside Taipei,
the group’s resort hotels such as Silks
Place Taroko and Wellspring by Silks
have “achieved exceptional numbers
due to high market demand from local
38
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KKday’s outbound Singapore business
in Europe and North America has surpassed 2019 levels, and Chen expects the
same could occur elsewhere in Asia once
more countries fully reopen.
K K d a y ’s d o m e s t i c b u s i n e s s p e rformed solidly in the first quarter of the
year before declining amid the second
quarter’s Omicron surge. However, the
second-quarter drop was nowhere near
as severe as during the same period last
year, when Taiwan’s vaccination rate
was in the single digits. By June, business
recovered quickly and nearly reached
March levels. “A lot of people have been
infected, and now that they have recovered, they want to go out and travel,”
says Chen.

The last mile
All sources interviewed by Taiwan
Business TOPICS for this report are adamant about the need for the Taiwan government to provide a clear roadmap to
relaxation of remaining pandemic-era
travel restrictions. They lament the government’s reluctance to take this step but
express hope that the relative mildness of
Taiwan’s Omicron wave and economic
considerations will spur the Tsai administration to fully reopen before the end of
the year.
Silks’ Pan urges the government to
prioritize the resumption of normal visa
issuance for both business and leisure
travelers, even if a brief mandatory quarantine is initially required. Citizens of
many countries “traveling for business
and tourism [to Taiwan] were exempt
from visas before the pandemic started,”
he says. “If inbound travelers are willing
to follow our government’s quarantine
policies, then our borders should be open
for them to come in.”
As for border restrictions, Pan says
they should be eased as quickly as possible. “In order for our industry to return
to pre-pandemic levels, our government’s
border control policy is the most important factor.” With more clear direction from the government, “operators
could better prepare themselves for the
recovery of tourism.”
The current unclear government
guidance renders hoteliers unsure of
how much recruitment is necessary for
a bounce-back, notes Achim von Hake,

Due to Taiwan’s unclear timeline for reopening borders, hotels are struggling to
establish viable recruitment strategies to accommodate the increased occupancy
rates expected once border controls are lifted.

a veteran of Taiwan’s hospitality sector
and general manager of the HY Development Co., which is developing a hotel
in Hualien. “Hotel operators face a challenge finding qualified professionals in
the service industry. During the pandemic, many have left the industry and
there is a very small pool of available
talent.”
KKday’s Chen notes that strict border
controls allowed Taiwan to stamp out
community transmission in 2020 and
safeguard both public health and the
economy at a time when vaccines were
not yet available. At the same time, he
points out that airline pilots – unvaccinated at the time – who did a shortened three-day quarantine were likely
one of the reasons for Taiwan’s outbreak
in the spring of 2021. “The government
remembers this mistake and believes it
caused the outbreak last year,” Chen
says. With these experiences in mind,
although the pandemic appears to be in
its twilight now, “the government still
believes requiring international arrivals
to quarantine is the correct policy.”
Nevertheless, Chen expects that
external factors will ultimately compel
the government to reopen soon. Not
only are many other countries returning
to normalcy, but Taiwan also faces its
strongest economic headwinds in many

years amid high inflation and supply
chain disruptions. Given the jittery state
of the global economy, growth in Taiwan’s export orders may slow significantly in the coming months. At that
point, “there will be pressure to open up
the country to boost domestic demand,”
he says, adding that business travelers
should be the priority – they spend more
than leisure travelers and “businesses
have to be able to sign contracts.”
Faced with these realities, Taiwan will
have to allow quarantine-free entry eventually, hoteliers note. “Quarantine is not
attractive for anyone,” says von Hake.
“It is not cost-effective, it is not affordable, and it is time-consuming.”
Von Hake notes that leisure travelers
from Japan, a significant source of visitors before the pandemic, stay in Taiwan
for an average of five days. If these tourists are required to undergo four nights
of quarantine (the current requirement
under the 3+4 policy, as the first day is
counted as day zero), “it does not make
any sense” to even book the trip, he says.
The government should “work in line
with international regulations,” says von
Hake. “Travelers should provide certain
proof [that they are not infected with
COVID-19] and then be allowed to pass
through immigration and customs and be
free to go.”
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JIUFEN ARTISTS

ARTISTS REVEAL THE BEAUTY AND
SUFFERING OF JIUFEN
Three artists depict, through paintings, photographs, and exhibitions, the
lives of miners and residents of the now popular tourist destination Jiufen.

BY SEAN SCANLAN

J

Hung Jui-lin, Miners Waiting to Exit the Mine, 1957. Ink, pigment, and
pastel on paper.

Hung Jui-lin, Working Inside the Mine, 1954. Watercolor on paper.
PHOTOS: TAIPEI FINE AR TS MUSEUM
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iufen, a winding hillside tourist destination on Taiwan’s northwestern
coast, is frequently featured in travel
magazines due to its distinctive architecture and breathtaking mountain and sea
views. But beyond the postcards, past
the tables of local delicacies lies a hidden
pain and heartache that has inspired a
trio of artists who are now the subject of
critical acclaim.
Unearthing Light: Hung Jui-lin (19121996), on exhibit at the Taipei Fine Arts
Museum until July 31, celebrates the life
and work of an academically trained
artist who was unexpectedly indentured to a mine owner and compelled to
work a lifetime alongside the rough coal
miners of Jiufen. Life below ground, on
the fringes of society, became Hung’s
muse for creating social-realist paintings depicting the daily struggles of many
workers.
Hung was born into a wealthy tea
merchant family in Taipei’s Dadaocheng
area. Like other gentries of the time, he
emulated the Japanese in manners and
sensibilities, even pursuing Japanese-language education. Hung studied art under
Ishikawa Kinichiro, a translator for the
Japanese Army General Staff, who also
instructed pupils in landscape and figurative painting. Hung was eventually one
of a few selected from his art academy to
pursue art studies in Tokyo.
To many, it might seem inconceivable
that the son of a wealthy businessman
with overseas art-institute training would
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return home to perform menial work.
Mining was only for the hardiest of
souls, as temperatures below ground
could reach 40° Celsius in the summer
and the chafing effects of coal dust meant
most miners worked with little clothing
aside from a pair of shorts. Hung initially planned to work in the mines for a
decade – before continuing his art education in Europe – to repay the patron who
supported his overseas studies.
“When Hung came back to Taiwan,
the only job he could get was that of an
art instructor, which didn’t pay much,”
says Daisy Shiou, a staff member at the
Taipei Fine Arts Museum. “Miners made
double the salary of most workers, getting paid for every cart of coal they produced. He was later promoted to do clerical work like payroll, and through marrying the daughter of the mine manager,
he eventually obtained the top job.”
Mining rights were initially given only
to three Japanese companies that also
imported mining equipment, and many
of Taiwan’s early miners were Japanese
nationals skilled in blasting and extraction. Underground resource development on the island became a priority for
the Japanese colonial government due
to wartime natural resource needs. Gold
would prove instrumental in conducting
international commerce, and coal was in
high demand to power Japan’s navy, the
second biggest in the world at the time.
But as time passed, more opportunities arose for Taiwanese to be employed
in the mines. One such example is the
enterprising local merchant Yen Yunnian (1882 – 1923). While working as a
security guard in a Japanese mine, Yen
earned the trust of his employers, who
sold him mining interests that he later
offered to locals in the form of smaller
stakes. When the war ended, Japan relinquished mining stakes to the Kuomintang-led government and locals.
The mine where Hung worked
employed around 50 individuals, many
of whom were fathers and sons routinely
toiling alongside each other. Although
Hung planned to work in the mines for
only 10 years, he settled in nearby quarters and married the daughter of a mine
manager. By way of marriage, he became
the next in line to take over management
of the mining operations and extended
his time in mining to a total of 35 years.

Hung Jui-lin painting four miners in a tunnel in the 1950s.
PHOTO: TAIPEI FINE AR TS MUSEUM

Hung returned to academia in 1964
when he began teaching western painting
at the National Taiwan University of the
Arts, influencing a new generation of artists. Art exhibits were rare at the time
– most of them were end-of-year graduation exhibitions for students, occasionally permitting the inclusion of an
instructor’s work. A friend of Hung’s
chose such an opportunity to curate a
retrospective of Hung’s 35 years of coal
mining-focused artwork, which generated a great deal of buzz thanks to a fullpage spread in United Daily News and
television reporting.
Unfortunately, Hung’s celebrity would
be short-lived. The following year, political upheaval in the aftermath of the
crackdown on pro-democracy demonstrations in Kaohsiung, known as the
Formosa Incident, led him to choose exile
in the Los Angeles area. Hung would
spend the final days of his life painting
landscapes in the California sunshine.
“He exhibited very little during his
lifetime, most of which was only coal
mining paintings as no one saw his complete body of works, which are being
exhibited for the first time,” says exhibit
curator Kao Tzu-Chin. The Hung exhibition at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum
features 200 works and includes loaned

pieces from local collectors, as well as
photographs, drawings, sketches, and
other items from the Hung family.

The hermit
While the native Taiwanese elite mimicked Japanese masters in manner and
style, Yeh Shih-chiang (1926-2012), born
in Guangdong Province, drew inspiration
from a far deeper vein of traditional Chinese arts, Buddhism, and ascetic practices. After studying at the Guangzhou
Academy of Fine Arts, Yeh left Guangzhou in 1947 together with two other
students, intent on traveling on foot to
the Dunhuang Buddhist Caves in Gansu.
But his travels were disrupted by the
Chinese Civil War, and Yeh would later
escape localized fighting by boarding a
boat to Taiwan, never to return.
Upon arrival in his new home, Yeh
resumed his art studies, and his talent
was immediately recognized, earning him
an instructor post at National Taiwan
Normal University. As time passed and
the political schism between Taiwan
and the PRC grew, returning home
became impossible. As he aged, Yeh grew
increasingly reclusive and rarely entertained guests or gave an audience for
his artworks. Early on, he vowed not to
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Yeh Shih-chiang (left) painted his works on rice paper and drew inspiration from traditional Chinese arts, Buddhism, and ascetic practices.
Top: Yeh Shih-Chiang, The Yeh Shih-Chiang Museum, 2006.
Oil on Canvas, 217x461 cm. Hanart TZ Gallery.
Bottom: Yeh Shih-Chiang, Yellow Moon Over A Bare Wood, 2008.
Ink on paper, 138x315 cm. Hanart TZ Gallery.

PHOTOS; COUR TESY OF YEH WEI-LI

sell his artwork in order to protect its
purity, and the rare occasional public
exhibitions of his work were confined to
10-minute viewings. Yeh’s art was difficult to showcase as it was spread across
multiple sheets of rice paper, which were
rolled together for storage.
Late in life, Yeh had an amorous
affair with a younger woman who
offered him the opportunity to live in
Shuinandong, the most attractive of
the three mining towns in the area (the
others being Jiufen and Jinguashih). Yeh
was immediately enamored by the quiet

42

and impressive views from his new threeroom residence, where in addition to
painting, he also produced handmade
guqin instruments from locally sourced
wood. Artists like Yeh were able to live
in the area at a low cost as it was largely
a polluted, post-industrial wasteland, but
after Yeh’s affair soured, he was forced
to vacate his lover’s apartment. However,
thanks to his devotion to the area and
the residents’ admiration for his art, Yeh
managed to move into a nearby residence
where the rent was low.
Around the age of 70, the need to

find a source of income prompted Yeh to
break his previous vow and begin selling
works from his collections, primarily
to students who visited him. It was also
his students who petitioned local and
regional galleries to launch a retrospective of his work, first approaching Eslite
and then Hanart in Hong Kong. Hanart’s founder, Johnson Chang, decided to
organize an exhibit of Yeh’s work there.
The show’s enthusiastic response and
sales spurred the purchase by Chang of
two of Yeh’s residences in Shuiandong
to create both a museum and archive for
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the late master. A major retrospective is
planned for 2023 at the Taipei Fine Arts
Museum, along with an art book published by New York-based Rizzoli, the
first such publication dedicated to a Taiwanese artist.

The archivist
Accomplished photographer, curator,
archivist, and art instigator Yeh Wei-li
spent his early life and adolescence in the
U.S. and attended an MFA program in
photography at the Rhode Island School
of Design. His photography focuses on
painstakingly arranged large-scale still
life compositions. The subjects of these
photos are often discarded commonplace
objects that have been overlooked by
others. Where some see garbage, Yeh sees
“antiquity-like” objects.
For the past seven years, Yeh has been
mining the life and work of the late Yeh
Shih-chiang (no relation), collecting artifacts from the master’s life such as paint
brushes, books, ceramic bowls, and ordinary objects like crushed cigarette packs
and cassette tapes. His work has been
featured in a number of major exhibitions, including the recent Taipei Dangdai art fair.
Yeh’s introduction to the late master
came at the urging of his gallery, Hanart,
which represents both artists. The gallery first considered a collaboration
between the two artists when preparing
the first-ever major retrospective of Yeh
Shih-chang’s artwork in Hong Kong,
and it approached Yeh Wei-li to ask him
whether he could photograph Yeh Shihchiang’s work in a variety of real-life settings. The task seemed simple at first but
was complicated by the fragile nature of
the late master’s work. Yeh soon found
that the project required stretching,
framing, and thorough background
research – skills the younger artist possessed in spades.
Yeh Wei-li’s first exhibition upon
returning to Taiwan was a group show
called A Fable of Changan West Road
at the Museum of Contemporary Art
(MOCA) Taipei, where he was asked
by curator Roan Ching-yueh to develop
work that would achieve greater integration with the neighboring community.
Yeh used the directive to approach the
museum’s neighbors and nearby shop-

keepers, asking them to temporarily loan
their valued objects for exhibition at the
museum. Yeh also photographed residents and played their favorite songs in
the exhibition.
Later, when the same curator was
conducting research for a publication
about ruins, Yeh tagged along to photograph Treasure Hill in Taipei’s Gongguan
area. Arts groups petitioned the Taipei
City government to save the former military dependents’ village and create a
two-month art residency, to which Yeh’s
Treasure Hill Tea-Photo (THTP) project
was accepted. Again, he began archiving
the lives of residents through their
belongings, creating supporting structures such as frames, vitrines, and pedestals to display artifacts that would eventually find their way to various biennial
exhibitions across Asia.
W h e n p h o t o g r a p h i n g Ye h S h i h chiang’s unframed works, Yeh immediately immersed himself in the late artist’s
life and environment. An initial meeting
with Yeh’s former lover led to visits to a
Xindian Wantan residence and then the
Shuiandong residence. Both locations
were in terrible states of disrepair but
were eerily serene in their environment.
Remnants of the late artist’s life remained

practically untouched.
“My definition of artistic genius is
quantity and quality,” says Yeh Wei-li.
“And Yeh Shih-chiang definitely has a
lot of work that is worth considering.”
Yeh later cleaned both residences in
preparation for photography, both with
and without the late master’s artwork.
Despite their disparate backgrounds, the
lives of the two artists began to intertwine as the younger Yeh underwent the
work. Following the critically acclaimed
retrospective of Yeh Shih-chiang at the
Hong Kong Art Centre, the two continued to engage through the restoration of the Yeh Shih-chiang Residence
Museum and the nearby archive in Shuiandong.
“After spending time here in the community, I began to think that it may be
a good place to live and raise my son,”
says Yeh. He first relocated to Shuiandong to be closer to the restoration work
and later purchased land in nearby Jiufen
for an artist studio and adjacent wood
shop. Yeh plans to continue living and
working in the community, noting that
the winding country roads and terraced
housing remind him of Treasure Hill and
provide the solitude and just enough routine to keep him productive.

A photograph of the late artist Yeh Shih-chiang’s residence in Shuiandong.
The picture (Dining Room #3, Yeh Shih-Chiang Shuinandong Residence, 2019
90×110cm. Hanart TZ Gallery) was taken by Yeh Wei-li, who has been archiving
Yeh Shih-chiang’s art and personal effects and whose main subjects are commonplace objects and environments.
PHOTO: YEH WEI-LI
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HOW A STUDENT MOVEMENT GAVE BIRTH
TO POSTCARDS OF TAIWAN’S PAST
The postcards of Little Grass Art Academy, on the surface tributes to an older,
colonial, or authoritarian Taiwan, can be traced to a radical student movement.

BY JUDY CHEN, THE NEWS LENS INTERNATIONAL

T

he first postcards I got from
Little Grass Art Academy (
) depicted vintage Taiwanese maps. One was a faded U.S. military map labeled “The Island of Formosa;” the other was from the Japanese
era, with colorful mountains and railroads. They felt at home in Eslite Bookstore, which exudes the type of retro nostalgia that is a hallmark aesthetic of Taiwan’s wen chuang – cultural and creative
industries.
Besides maps, there were other vintage memorabilia: ads for HeySong
Soda, Taiwan Beer, and Taiwan Coffee.
44

A black-and-white portrait of Che Guevara. A poster of Bruce Lee posing with
the words “Young people’s idol, Chinese people’s hero.” Old Time Magazine
covers featuring Chiang Kai-shek and
Soong Mei-ling. The backs of the postcards, meanwhile, display bibliographies
and poetic musings, leaving scarce room
to actually pen a greeting.
The man behind the postcards is
Chin Cheng-te. At 50 years old, he is
still nursing a project – a company, if
you must – that he started in his twenties. Just don’t call him the CEO of Little
Grass Art Academy. He is not a busi-

nessman, he is quick to emphasize, and
prefers the humble title of chief volunteer. And calling his products wen
chuang would be inaccurate and slightly
insulting. He started Little Grass over
20 years ago, long before the arrival of
wen chuang, with the sincere intention of
sharing Taiwan’s images and history.
Little Grass has indeed been brimming
with images and history. It has lived multiple lives; prior to becoming a postcard
company in 1998, Little Grass began as
a teach-in at the 1994 Chinese Culture
University (CCU) student movement on
Yangmingshan, of which Chin was the
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Vintage map of Taiwan from the Perry
Expedition.

PHOTO: COUR TESY OF CHIN CHENG-TE

face. The aesthetic postcards, which he
calls “unprofitable, unfashionable little
things,” expose a deeper history.

The movement
Chin was kicked out of CCU in the
spring of 1994, just a few credits shy of
graduating with an arts degree. His crime
was being one of the masterminds behind
Fascist Art, a satirically named private
graduation show organized by Chin and
his friends. When the chair of the arts
department, Hsu Kun-cheng, caught
wind of the show, Chin was summarily
expelled.
This was seven years after martial law was lifted in Taiwan, but Chin
describes the academic atmosphere on
campus “as if it were White Terror.”
As chair, Hsu had an unyielding insistence on post-impressionism, a tendency to ramble in class – recounting a
weekend golf session with then-president Lee Teng-hui or advising that the
faster students drew, the more money
they could make – and a foul mouth.
After 25 years, Chin still remembers Hsu
insulting a female student by saying,
“your child will be born without an
anus.” Students who did not fit his fancy
were penalized with docked grades, and
across the department, faculty were
replaced by Hsu’s loyalists.

Chin’s expulsion was the tipping
point for years of reserved frustration
in the arts department. On April 28,
students organized a sit-in, eventually
involving more than 200 students over
34 days, demanding creative freedom
and Hsu’s dismissal. Students gained
the learning they were unable to receive
in the classroom by organizing teachins and inviting art professors from outside CCU to give lectures. The series of
teach-ins were named Little Grass Art
Academy, in reference to Yangmingshan’s original name, Grass Mountain,
and the “little” but strong power of the
students.
The spirit of protest was in the air
beyond campus, too. Just weeks earlier,
the 410 Demonstration for Education
Reforms had taken place, with demands
including educational modernization.
And the Wild Lily Student Movement,
a six-day protest drawing over 22,000
young people demanding democracy,
had taken place just four years earlier, in
1990. The period between the lifting of
martial law in 1987 and the first democratic election of a president in 1996 was
filled with desire and demands for “Taiwanization” and democracy. Chin, who
was a high school student in the late 80s,
remembers walking home after school
among throngs returning from various
protests.
Chin attributes the success of the
1994 movement in part to CCU veterans
of the Wild Lily Student Movement who
created an underground organization on
campus. While Chin’s initial demand was
simply to remove Hsu from his position
as department chair, the organizing veterans encouraged a broader and more
universal vision: creative freedom. The
movement succeeded – the chair was
removed and Chin resumed his studies
and graduated with a degree. The Wild
Lily Student Movement’s legacy is evident in the Little Grass logo today,
which features a block print of a hand
holding a wild lily.

ative freedom that the 1994 CCU student
movement fought for to be informed by
history and a sense of place.
Chin’s lack of direction happened to
coincide with the 30th anniversary of
the indigenous Taitung Red Leaves Little
League baseball team’s historic victory
against a Japanese all-star team in 1968.
Their tenacity in face of adversity was
immortalized in a photo of a barefoot
child practicing using a stick like a baseball bat, with rolling mountains behind
him. The photograph was already iconic
and widely circulated – or as Chin puts
it, “deified,” partially through authoritarian-era propaganda – when Chin had
the idea to reprint it as a postcard with
the proper credits. At the encouragement
of his friends and professors, one postcard became a limited series of six, eventually expanding to include over 500
unique prints today.
By printing these old images of
Taiwan, Chin wishes to “not let creative
work be rootless.” He notes that until
high school he had a “standard partystate education,” which meant little to
no education about Taiwan and its history. Chin wanted to get “reacquainted
with the land” and know Taiwan for
himself, but also for “the next generation
to see these images as nourishment, not
detached from the land.” When curating
postcards, he looks for historical significance and artistic value and will often
scour the internet for original artifacts

The postcards
By 1998, Chin had fallen into a spell
of aimlessness. After two years of military service, he felt little but a nagging urge to huan yuan – give back to
his alma mater. Chin wanted the cre-

Block print poster for the Fascist Art
exhibition, which led to Chin’s expulsion
from CCU in 1994. The Chinese characters for “fascism” are reversed, suggesting dissent.
PHOTO: COUR TESY OF CHIN CHENG-TE
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Iconic photo of the Red Leaves Youth Baseball Team, Little Grass’s first postcard
print.
PHOTO: COUR TESY OF CHIN CHENG-TE

to turn into prints. But what roots and
history are being curated? It might be
tempting to accuse Little Grass of colonial or authoritarian nostalgia based on
the numerous images of Japanese colonial maps and Chiang Kai-shek. Chin,
ever the artist, wants the images to
“speak for themselves.” He also points
to the accompanying text on the back
of the postcards to explain his curation.
The poetic musings, however, do little to
clarify Chin’s values.
“The next part of the journey is
always decided at a random intersection,” reads the text behind a Japanese-era map. “Who secretly opened the
bottle cap that hides light and shadow?”
ponders a postcard of a HeySong ad.
“Brewing a cup of island coffee, drip
by drip, seeped with the charred black
of soil, bitter on the taste buds, heavy
with a subtropical depression” is the text
referring to a can of Taiwan Coffee.
I ask Chin if he is concerned that his
postcards glorify figures or parts of history that don’t deserve the same treatment as the legend of the Red Leaves
baseball team. “Instead of fearing the
potential of being deified, I’m more
afraid of it being forgotten,” he replies.
Regarding history, Chin says that “I
want people to make their own judg46

ments.” Rather than being prescriptive,
his art is suggestive – created to evoke
inklings of emotion, memory, and reaction, which may amass into a more
coherent collective memory.
Chin does not harbor any great fear
that the postcards are being consumed
for their aesthetics and nostalgia rather
than history. “Retro nostalgia is okay if
it allows more people to approach history,” he says. Beyond the “ineffable
attraction” of nostalgia, Chin knows his
commitment is to history. Over a decade
ago, he wrote that “retro nostalgia may
be a temporary fashion, but the value of
history is eternal.”

The future
If judged by its vision to be a database for Taiwan’s images, Little Grass’
551 editions over 20 years – averaging
25 new prints a year – is wholly inadequate, and the medium used – postcards
– is analog and outdated. Underneath
a sincere, if quixotic, vision lies a more
modest mission. Chin is an artist who
wants to create. Little Grass is his own
private study, documenting his research
in Taiwanese history through images.
It serves to root and inspire his other
art projects, such as installing steles on

Yangmingshan commemorating Che
Guevara or a recent exhibit on Taiwan
during the Cold War. Little Grass also
generates income to support Chin’s other
creative work.
But since half of Little Grass’ customers are tourists, business has suffered
during the pandemic. Even before that,
business declined when the partnership
with Eslite – the previously primary distribution channel where I had first seen
Little Grass products – ended in the mid2010s. It is telling that Chin does not
remember the exact year it happened,
brushing off questions on the topic with
nonchalance.
When Chin first started working
with Eslite – which he called “Eslite
1.0” for its still- independent spirit –
his postcards took up an entire stand in
the store. Later, as the brand grew and
Chin’s postcards only took up part of a
display shelf, revenue shrank to 5-10%
of its peak levels. Chin watched Eslite
grow domestically and abroad in Hong
Kong and China. When a sample of new
postcards included the old slogan fan
gong kang e (
) – “oppose the
Chinese Communists, resist Russia” –
his contact at the store was less eager to
place an order. Chin graciously explains
that after that, his yuan fen (affinity)
with Eslite ended. He parted ways with
the bookseller soon after.
I ask Chin if he, as someone whose
mission for Little Grass is humble and
whose core identity is that of an artist
rather than an activist or businessman,
was sick of people like me asking him
about Little Grass and the student movement all these years later.
“As long as Little Grass Art Academy
still exists, the influence of the student
movement remains,” Chin says, adding
that he is honored and humbled. “[What
I’d imagined for my] life was perhaps
becoming a middle school art teacher.”
Instead, the legacy of his youth has been
woven throughout his life. “The student
movement has been the most important
event in my life.”

This article first appeared on The News
Lens International in April 2021. It has been
reprinted, with editing and updating, with
permission from the publisher.
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Meet Newman Yen of
Landis Taipei
Landis Taipei General Manager Newman Yen, a 30-year veteran of the hospitality industry, has
spent much of his career at the landmark hotel in Taipei’s bustling Zhongshan District, where
he says he feels most at home. Although starting out in food and beverage, Yen’s management
training and the sage guidance and encouragement he received from an employer who took
a personal interest in his career success readied him for his current role overseeing the Landis’
overall operations.
Yen took time out of his busy schedule to connect virtually with TOPICS Senior Editor Jeremy
Olivier in June. The two discussed his experience learning about hotel management in
Switzerland, his devotion to supporting staff in their careers and providing guests with the
highest-quality personalized hotel experience, and how he’s chosen yoga and running as a way
to de-stress, stay in shape, and build camaraderie with colleagues. An abridged version of their
conversation follows:

What did you study in college?
How did it help prepare you for your
eventual career?
I majored in philosophy at National
Cheng Chi University in Taipei, where I
learned about both Eastern and Western
thinkers. I’ve always had a great interest
in human thought and learning about
the connection between human ideas
and behaviors. I love to communicate
with people, which is why I decided to
join the service industry.
How did you become interested in a
career in hospitality?
Normally, if you major in
philosophy, you choose a career
as an academic or a writer. But my
personality naturally led me to work in
hospitality. While working at my first
job at the Ritz Hotel – which is now the
Landis Taipei – the opportunity to meet
so many different people from all over
the world helped grow my affinity for
this industry.
This newfound passion was also
what encouraged me to travel to
Switzerland, where I studied hotel
management at the Hotel Institute
Montreaux. During my three years
there, I trained at a historical hotel
in Zurich for seven months – a very
48

worthwhile and rewarding experience.
I also found that what I was learning in
that program was actually very similar
to the lessons I’d learned on the job at
the Landis Taipei.
What is your fondest memory of
working in hotels over the past three
decades?
I have had many wonderful
memories but would add that all
of them involved our guests, great
colleagues, and knowledgeable bosses.
In terms of guests, my experiences
working in several hotels under the
Landis Group (which in addition
to the Taipei location, has included
stints at the Landis Inn Lotung,
Landis Taichung, and Landis Resort
Yangmingshan) really put me in touch
with travelers – mostly businesspeople
– from many different countries. I have
been very happy to learn from them,
especially their ideas.
As for my colleagues, we have a
very close-knit work culture here. We
work so well with each other. I have
been blessed to experience this kind of
synergy at all the hotels I’ve worked at.
Lastly, I have been fortunate to learn
from my superiors, who have been very
successful in their careers and dedicated

to their work and employees.
My gr e ate s t de voti on has been
working at the Landis Taipei. It is a
beautiful boutique-style hotel with a
French art deco design and an incredible 40-plus-year history. Even now,
regardless of modern demand or competition, we maintain our art deco
concept when renovating our rooms
and restaurants. I am grateful to have
such a dedicated team and hotel owner,
as this has enabled us to continue our
mission of providing unparalleled service to our guests.
Did you have anyone you would
consider a mentor in your early career?
How did their guidance help shape you
as a professional?
After graduating from the program
in Switzerland, I came back to work
at the Landis Taipei. At that time, the
General Manager was a Frenchman
named Andre Joulian, who ended up
becoming a coach and mentor to me.
He had a strong background in the
hospitality industry, particularly in the
food and beverage department, and led
the sales team to participate in many
overseas events.
In those early days, I lacked the
confidence to be put in charge of a
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full-service hotel. However, Andre
encouraged me to take advantage of
an opportunity that had opened up
to manage the Landis Lotung. At the
beginning of my tenure there, he would
come every month to check in on me
and even came to visit me when I later
started as General Manager at Landis
Taichung. I really admire Andre’s
professionalism and attitude toward
work, both of which have shaped me
into the hospitality professional I am
today.
What was your experience managing
hotels in China compared to those
you have worked at and managed in
Taiwan? What are the similarities and
differences between their respective
hospitality industries?
I had actually never been to China
before going to work there in the early
2000s. I was fortunate that the owner of
the hotel I went to work at in China had
once been a guest at the Landis Taipei.
His concepts about business and service
were thus very similar to what I had
grown accustomed to working at the
Landis. In addition, most of the hotel’s
guests were international businesspeople
from Europe and Taiwan.
The only difference I experienced
was related to the associates while
working at the hotel in China. Initially,
the managers had to work hard to train
them to acquire the knowledge and
skills needed to provide personalized
service to guests.
It is predicted that Taiwan will at
least partly reopen to international
travel by the end of this year or early
2023. What are some measures that you
and your team at Landis are taking to
prepare for the return of international
travelers?
Over the past two years, we have
focused our efforts on talent training
in order to continuously improve
the quality of service we provide to
our guests, ensure the professional
development of our associates, and
bolster employee retention.
We have also installed iPads in each
of our guest rooms to enhance their
hotel experience. With these devices,
guests can remotely control the lighting

or air conditioning in their room, or call
for different hotel services. They can
also find local travel and transportation
information in the iPad menu.
Lastly, we have drawn more attention to our diverse food and beverage
services, including our high-end restaurants. For example, Tien Hsiang Lo,
the hotel’s Hangzhou-style restaurant,
has been awarded a Michelin Star for
a consecutive four years running. Its
atmosphere and design, which incorporates 10 scenic spots at Hangzhou’s
West Lake, provides the perfect cultural
complement to the marvelous food.
In addition, the Paris1930 de Hideki
Takayama is led by world-renowned
J a p a n e s e C h e f H i d e k i Ta k a y a m a ,
who is committed to continuing our
tradition of offering innovative dishes
that integrate Taiwanese tea and local
ingredients with Japanese aesthetics
to capture the elegant spirit of French
cuisine.
Our third restaurant, La Brasserie,
features a design that incorporates the
lavish decoration of the Belle Époque,
which provides a relaxing atmosphere
that complements the high-quality
service and delicious classic French
cuisine.
How have you developed your
management style over the years?
Do you have a particular leadership
philosophy?
I manage by doing walkthroughs,
meaning that each morning I physically
inspect our hotel and all of its facilities
to ensure everything is running
smoothly and under control. It is also

my duty to visit each department,
checking on their status so that we can
meet deadlines and keep things on track.
To make sure that all departments
are on the same page, we hold morning
briefings, where department heads
update everyone on their work status.
We also conduct weekly and monthly
meetings with certain departments to
ensure we are staying ahead of the game
in this competitive market. In addition,
I’m a stickler for checklists and SOPs.
Overall, though, I prioritize
delegation, which I view as crucial to
being a successful leader. The majority
of my team members have been with
the Landis Taipei since its opening 43
years ago. It is important that I trust
them with their responsibilities.
The Landis Taipei is a pioneer in
hospitality, and it has significantly
influenced this industry. My
management style and leadership have
simply been refined to ensure that
The Landis Taipei will always be a
pacesetter among hotels.
What do you like to do in your
free time? What gets you feeling
“recharged” for the coming week?
I believe in the pursuit of finding a
good work-life balance. I am a longterm practitioner of yoga. It has taught
me to practice mindfulness, and it helps
to relieve stress and improve flexibility.
Given my passion for this activity, the
hotel has opened a Yoga and Meditation Room on the property for guests to
relax their minds and bodies.
I’m also an avid runner. During my
free time, I enjoy jogging around the
community where I live. My colleagues
and I have also joined a running club
at work. We have participated as a
team in several marathons in Taipei and
Taichung. We were even awarded the
“Sports Enterprise Certification Mark”
by the Ministry of Education’s Sports
Department!
In addition, the hotel organizes an
annual charity event called “Pass on
Love,” in which we seek to contribute
to the welfare of the local community.
This event is open to the public and
associates can donate blood and hair.
We also arrange yoga programs in
conjunction with this event.
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